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Abstract. It is nowwell understood that social media plays an increasingly important role
in consumers’ decision making. However, an overload of social media content in product
search engines can hinder consumers from efficiently seeking information. We propose a
structural econometric model to understand consumers’ preferences and costs on search
engines to improve user experience under unstructured socialmedia. Ourmodel combines
an optimal stopping framework with an individual-level random utility choice model and
analyzes click behavior in conjunction with purchase choices. Our model accounts for
three major constraints in a consumer’s decision-making process: (1) interdependency in
decisionmaking for different alternatives, (2) sequential arrival of information revealed by
click-throughs, and (3) nonnegligible search cost. Our approach allows us to jointly esti-
mate consumers’ heterogeneous preferences and search costs under the interplay of social
media and search engines, and to predict search and purchase behavior for each con-
sumer. We validate the model using an individual session-level data set of approximately
seven million observations resulting in room bookings in 2,117 U.S. hotels. Interestingly,
our analysis allows us to quantify the trade-off between consumers’ benefits and cognitive
costs from using large-scale unstructured social media information during decision mak-
ing. Our policy experiments show that providing a carefully curated digest of social media
content during the earlier stages of consumer search (i.e., on the search results summary
page) can lead to a 12.01% increase in the overall search engine revenue.
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1. Introduction
With the growing pervasiveness of social media, the
volume and complexity of information product search
engines need to access from their own platforms has
been increasing rapidly. For example, websites such
as Amazon.com, TripAdvisor.com, and Yelp.com can
attract hundreds or even thousands of review postings
that compete for users’ attention. The onslaught of the
exploding social media content can lead to significant
information overload for consumers during product
search. Such excess content can hinder consumers’ effi-
ciency in seeking information and making decisions
(e.g., Iyengar and Lepper 2000). Even worse, it may
discourage consumers from searching and cause unex-
pected termination of searches (e.g., session dropout).
During the past decade, product search engines have

been trying to combine advanced techniques from
information retrieval (e.g., Google Product Search) and
recommender systems (e.g., Amazon.com) into their
ranking design to improve the user search experience.
Recent studies show that product search engines can

improve the ranking design and the user search experi-
ence based on the prediction of consumer preferences
(e.g., Ghose et al. 2012, De los Santos and Koulayev
2017). Because consumers want the most desirable
results early on, search engines can reorder the results
by the predicted probabilities of consumer preferences
(e.g., clicks or purchases).

Previous studies have examined how to estimate cus-
tomer preferences based on online purchase informa-
tion only (e.g., Ghose et al. 2012). However, consumer
footprints on search engines provide us with a tremen-
dous amount of information that reveals their prefer-
ences, even in the absence of purchases (e.g., Koulayev
2014, Kim et al. 2010, De los Santos and Koulayev
2017). When this search behavior is combined with
purchases, the signals become even more comprehen-
sive and useful. However, although many studies have
worked on using either historical click-throughs or con-
versions separately to estimate consumer preferences,
there is little work on jointly analyzing the search
and purchase behavior to infer individual consumer
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preferences and identify the products that satisfy most
the user needs.
With the deluge of structured and unstructured

social media content, consumers’ cognitive costs in
searching and evaluating product information become
nonnegligible. As a result, search costs also play an
important role in affecting consumers’ choices in prod-
uct search engines. Therefore, a major goal of our study
is to better understand consumers’ online footprints
accounting for consumers’ heterogeneous preferences
and search costs, using both click and purchase infor-
mation. However, this task can be challenging, because
the cause of an observed search behavior by a consumer
is hard to identify—e.g., the fact that a consumerprefers
to click product A over product B may be because of
a higher valuation for A, or because the consumer has
incurred a lower search cost in searching for A than
for B.

More generally, the challenge in predicting consumer
choice with search cost is to simultaneously identify
consumers’ heterogeneouspreferences and search costs
(Hortacsu and Syverson 2004). A consumer may stop
searching either because of a high valuation for the
products already foundor because of a high search cost.
Either the preferences for product characteristics or the
moments of the search cost distribution can explain
the same observed search outcome (Koulayev 2014).
Keeping the above in mind, another major goal of our
study is to identify heterogeneous search costs under
the social media context, examine their effect on con-
sumer search behavior, and provide insights to prod-
uct search engines on better design and management
of socialmedia content to improve user experience. The
key identification strategy for consumer search cost in
our study relies on the exclusion restriction that con-
sumer preferences enter the decision-making processes
of both search and purchase, whereas consumer search
cost enters only the search decision-making process.
Once the consideration set is generated after search,
the conditional purchase decision should depend only
on the consumer preferences. Our unique data set con-
taining both consumer search data and purchase data
allowsus to identify these effects. In addition,wemodel
search cost as a function of an exclusive set of vari-
ables. From an empirical identification perspective, we
can simply view the search cost variables as additional
product characteristics.

In summary, we propose a structural economet-
ric model to understand consumers’ preferences and
search costs on product search engines to improve
user experience under large-scale, unstructured social
media. It combines an optimal stopping framework
with an individual-level random utility choice model.
It allows us to jointly estimate consumers’ hetero-
geneous preferences and search costs. Based on the
results, we are able to predict the probability that a

consumer clicks or purchases a certain product and
provide a better understanding of what drives con-
sumer engagement. Our analysis also allows us to
quantify the trade-off between consumers’ benefits and
cognitive costs from using large-scale unstructured
social media information during decision making. Our
policy experiments offer insights to search engines on
what product information they should display during
different stages of consumer search (i.e., on the search
result summary page versus product landing page), to
improve user experience, click/purchase probabilities,
and search engine revenues.

Our model is validated by a unique data set from the
online hotel search industry. We have detailed individ-
ual consumer session-level search and transaction data
from November 2008 through January 2009, contain-
ing approximately seven million observations result-
ing in room bookings in 2,117 hotels in the United
States on Travelocity.com. Our model provides more
precise measures of consumer price elasticity and het-
erogeneous preferences than does a static mixed logit
model that does not account for consumer search cost
or the sequence of the prior clicks. Our model also pro-
vides better predictive performance than does a click
model that purely relies on the click information. More
specifically, our model demonstrates the best perfor-
mance in predicting the consumer click and purchase
probabilities compared to other benchmark models.
We see a 14.92% and an 18.77% improvement in the
out-of-sample prediction using ourmodel compared to
the next-best-performing model, with respect to click-
through and conversion probabilities, respectively.

Our policy experiments show that providing addi-
tional product information, especially the location-
related information, on the travel search engine sum-
mary page will lead to a 22.16% increase in the overall
search engine revenue. By contrast, although hiding
all hotels’ price information from the search summary
page may lead to higher user “engagement” (when
engagement is measured by number of clicks), it can
hurt the travel search engine eventually by leading to
a 7.08% drop in the overall search engine revenue. On
the contrary, providing a carefully curated digest of
social media textual content on the search results sum-
mary page can lead to a 12.01% increase in the over-
all search engine revenue. This finding suggests that
it is important for product search engines to leverage
the economic value of large-scale unstructured social
media information, while in the meantime reducing
the cognitive burden of consumers by automating the
extraction of such information and presenting it to the
consumers during the earlier stages of the decision-
making process.

2. Prior Literature
Our paper draws from multiple streams of work. We
summarize them in this section.
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2.1. Search Cost and Consumer
Information Search

First, our work builds on the literature on search cost
and consumer information search. Recent studies have
found that consumers have cognitive limitations, and
search costs exist during the information search pro-
cesses. Disregarding consumers’ cognitive limitations
and the limited nature of choice sets can lead to biased
estimates of demand (e.g., Mehta et al. 2003, Kim et al.
2010, Brynjolfsson et al. 2010).
The existing literature in this field holds two dif-

ferent views of the nature of consumer search: non-
sequential search and sequential search. The former
strand of research follows Stigler’s (1961) original
model, assuming that consumers first sample a fixed
number of alternatives and then choose the best
from among them (e.g., Mehta et al. 2003, Honka
2014, Moraga-Gonzalez et al. 2017). By contrast, the
other view, arising from the job-search literature (e.g.,
Mortensen 1970), argues the actual consumer search
should follow a sequential model in which con-
sumers keep searching until the marginal cost of
an extra search exceeds the expected marginal ben-
efit. Weitzman (1979), in single-agent scenarios, and
Reinganum (1982), in multiagent scenarios, have laid
theoretical foundations for sequential search models.
In our paper, we assume consumers search sequen-
tially on product search engines. This assumption is
consistent with the mainstream research by the web
search community (e.g., Chapelle and Zhang 2009). In
addition, many recent studies in economics and mar-
keting have also adopted the sequential search strategy
for examining consumer search in an online environ-
ment (e.g., Kim et al. 2010, Koulayev 2014, Chen and
Yao 2017).

With the growing interests and the recent develop-
ment of information technologies that havemademany
intensive computation tasks more tractable today,
empirical work to date has increased. Hong and Shum
(2006) were the first to develop a structural method-
ology to recover search cost from price data only.
Moraga-Gonzalez and Wildenbeest (2008) extend the
approach of Hong and Shum to the oligopoly case
and provide a maximum-likelihood estimate of the
search cost distribution. Both papers focus on markets
for homogeneous goods, using both sequential and
nonsequential search models. Hortacsu and Syverson
(2004) examine markets with differentiated goods and
develop a sequential search model to recover search
cost from the utility distribution. More recent empir-
ical studies on nonsequential search tend to focus on
the offline market with search frictions to study price
dispersion (e.g., Wildenbeest 2011), endogenous choice
sets and demand (e.g., Moraga-Gonzalez et al. 2017),
or the identification of search cost from switching cost
(Honka 2014). Recent empirical work on sequential

search examines consumers’ limited search and the
associated demand, with a focus on the online search
market (Koulayev 2014, Kim et al. 2010). Meanwhile,
De los Santos et al. (2012) use web browsing and
purchasing behavior based on book-price distribution
across 14 online bookstores to compare the extent to
which consumers are searching under nonsequential
and sequential search models.

One common practice in the existing empirical stud-
ies on both types of search models is that they typ-
ically model search cost as an inherent attribute of
the consumer. Two exceptions are Kim et al. (2010),
who model search cost as a function of the product’s
appearance frequency on Amazon.com, and Moraga-
Gonzalez et al. (2017), who consider explanatory vari-
ables such as geographic distance from a consumer’s
home to different car dealerships. In our model, search
cost is not only an inherent attribute of a consumer, but
also a consequence of the social media context in which
consumers of today are embedded. Note that, consis-
tent with prior literature, the search cost in our study
is modeled as exogenous to the consumer’s search. By
modeling consumer search cost as a random-coefficient
function of the textual variables that are related to the
unstructured social media content, we aim to examine
the nature of search cost given the increasing interplay
between product search engines and social media.

Finally, another related stream of consumer search
literature has analyzed optimal search behavior when
consumers are uncertain about the distribution of
the product price or utility (e.g., Rothschild 1974,
Rosenfield and Shapiro 1981, Bikhchandani and
Sharma 1996, Koulayev 2013, De los Santos et al. 2017).
For example, the recent work by De los Santos et al.
(2017) has relaxed the assumption that consumers
“know” the distribution of offerings while deciding on
their search strategy, and allows for learning of the util-
ity distribution. More specifically, consumers learn the
utility distribution by Bayesian updating their Dirichlet
process priors while sampling information about prod-
ucts and retailers. Our study is related to this stream
of work in that we also consider the sequential arrival
of information during different search stages, which
allows for consumer update of the initial belief toward
product utility via information search.

2.2. Search Engine Ranking and User-Generated
Content

Our work is also related to the literature on search
engine ranking. Examining the rank-position effect on
the click-through rate and conversion rate on search
engines has attracted a lot of attention. A number of
recent studies focus on the context of search-engine-
based keyword advertising and find significant empir-
ical evidence on the rank-order effect (e.g., Ghose and
Yang 2009, Goldfarb and Tucker 2011, Agarwal et al.
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2011, Yao and Mela 2011). Other studies focus on
search engine ranking for commercial products. For
example, Baye et al. (2009) use a unique data set on
clicks from one of Yahoo’s price comparison sites to
estimate the search engine ranking effect on clicks
received by online retailers. Ellison and Ellison (2009)
focus on the competition of retailers ranked on price
search engines and find that the easy price search
makes demand highly price sensitive for some prod-
ucts. Ghose et al. (2012) propose a utility-gain-based
ranking (using data from past purchases, only, and not
browsing behavior) that recommends products with
the highest expected utility. The lab experiments indi-
cate a strong preference for utility-based ranking com-
pared to existing state-of-the-art alternatives. Ghose
et al. (2014) combined a hierarchical Bayesian model
and randomized user experiments to examine the
search engine ranking and personalization effects from
a causal perspective.
Finally, our work also relates to the stream of re-

search on social media and user-generated content
(e.g., Godes and Mayzlin 2004, Chevalier and Mayzlin
2006, Dellarocas et al. 2007, Duan et al. 2008, Forman
et al. 2008). It especially builds on the recent research
from amultidimensional view of the customer reviews
(e.g., Archak et al. 2011, Ghose et al. 2012, Netzer et al.
2012, Chen et al. 2018). In this paper, we aim to exam-
ine the role of social media from multiple dimensions
in affecting not only the product utility evaluation but
also the search cost of consumers.

2.3. Comparisons with Recent Literature
Our model builds on Weitzman’s (1979) optimal se-
quential search framework. To the best of our knowl-
edge, five existing studies use similar methodologies
to ours: Kim et al. (2010, 2014), Koulayev (2014), De los
Santos and Koulayev (2017), and Chen and Yao (2017).
However, our research differs from these studies in the
following ways. (i) Our model incorporates not only
consumers’ search behavior, but also their purchases.
Kim et al. (2010), De los Santos and Koulayev (2017),
and Koulayev (2014) consider only consumers’ search
information as an approximation of their actual pur-
chase decisions. (ii) Our observations include detailed
click-throughs from each ranking position on a page,
which allows us to precisely model the individual
click probability for each product, rather than for a
page with a bundle of products (i.e., a page of 15
hotels as in Koulayev 2014). More broadly speaking,
Koulayev (2014) and our paper are complimentary:
Koulayevmodels the costly process of discovering new
hotels by flipping pages, but stops short of model-
ing what happens between click and booking. Our
paper focuses on the second stage, starting from the
costly click to the final booking. (iii) We conduct our
analysis at the individual-consumer level as opposed

to at the aggregate market level (Kim et al. 2010,
2014). Such individual-level data allow us to lever-
age the detailed information of the sequence of clicks
per session, rather than only the independent click-
throughs. (iv) Chen and Yao (2017), De los Santos
and Koulayev (2017), and Koulayev (2014) focus on
constructing models that examine the joint use of
search refinement tools (e.g., sorting) during consumer
search. However, search refinement is not our focus
in this paper. (v) Kim et al. (2010, 2014) and Chen
and Yao (2017) assume a simpler information struc-
ture where consumers do not update their informa-
tion set during search, whereas our paper allows for a
more realistic information structure by allowing con-
sumers to update their information set before and after
click-through. (vi) Most importantly, our paper initi-
ates a special focus on the interplay between consumer
search and social media. Our goal is to use the struc-
tural econometric approach as a tool for analytics by
product search engines to improve the user experi-
ence, especially under an overload of the unstructured
social media content. We model the trade-off between
the value and the cognitive cost associated with the
large-scale unstructured social media information. We
aim to examine how search engine policies regarding
socialmedia content, such aswhat information to show
on the search summary page versus product landing
page, may affect consumer search/purchase behaviors
and search engine revenues.

In addition, in two recent papers, Ghose et al. (2012,
2014) also initialized their focus on the interplay of
search engine and social media. This paper distin-
guishes from these two studies in the following ways.
(i) Ghose et al. (2012) studied only the consumer pur-
chase decisions, not search/click decisions, whereas
this paper jointly studies the click and purchase deci-
sions. (ii) Ghose et al. (2012, 2014) both focused on
only the “benefit” of social media on consumer eval-
uation of product quality for the purchase decision,
but did not consider the “cognitive cost” associated
with processing social media information during con-
sumer search. This is one major unique advantage of
this paper. None of the previous work has studied the
“cost” of social media content in affecting consumer
search and purchase decisions on product search
engines. (iii) Ghose et al. (2012, 2014) both used aggre-
gated data on click/purchase share at product level,
while this paper models consumer decision at individ-
ual level. (iv) From a methodology perspective, differ-
ent from Ghose et al. (2012, 2014), this paper accounts
for three unique constraints in the model: (1) interde-
pendency in clicks/purchases among different prod-
ucts, (2) sequential arrival of information revealed by
click-throughs, and (3) nonnegligible search costs.

A summary of the differences between this paper
and the existing studies is shown in Table 1.
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3. Data
Clickstream and Transaction Data. Our data set comes
from Travelocity.com, a leading online travel search
agency. The data set contains detailed information
on session-level consumer search, click, and purchase
events from November 2008 through January 2009,
with a total of 7,059,122 observations from 969,033 indi-
vidual sessions resulting in room bookings in 2,117
hotels in the United States.1 A typical online session
observed in our data set involves the following events:
the initialization of the session, the search query, the
hotel listings returned from that search query in a par-
ticular rank order, whether the consumer has used any
special sorting criteria to rerank the hotels, clicks on
any hotel listing, the login and actual transactions in
a given hotel, and the termination of the session. We
observe the hotel listings displayed to the consumer
during the search session (regardless of whether any
click occurs). If a click occurs, we observe hotel listings
the consumer observed prior to that click. Moreover,
we also observe the sequence of the clicks.
Notice that we also have detailed information asso-

ciated with each event for every corresponding hotel,
such as nightly room prices and the hotel’s posi-
tion in the set of listings returned by the search
engine (i.e., “page” and “rank”). We have the detailed
transaction-level information from Travelocity.com
that is linked to the entire session-level consumer
search data, including the final transaction price and
the number of roomunits and nights purchased in each
transaction. This information allows us to model con-
sumer preferences for both the search and the purchase
processes.
Hotel General Information. We collected hotel-related
information from Travelocity.com, such as hotel class,
hotel brand, number of amenities, number of rooms,
reviewer rating, number of reviews, and the textual
content of all of the reviews up to January 31, 2009 (the
last date of transactions in our database).
Hotel Location Information. In addition, we have in-
dependently collected supplemental data on hotel lo-
cation-related characteristics using automatic social
geo-mapping techniques together with image data
mining. We use geo-mapping search tools (in particu-
lar the Bing Maps API) and social geo-tags (from geon-
ames.org) to identify the number of external ameni-
ties (e.g., shops, bars) in the area around the hotel. We
use image classification methods together with human
annotations (from Amazon Mechanical Turk, AMT) to
extract whether a beach, lake, or downtown area is
nearby, and whether the hotel is close to a highway or
public transportation. We extract these characteristics
from different zoom levels of the satellite images of a
hotel location within a 0.25-, 0.5-, 1-, and 2-mile radius.
We also collect local crime rates from FBI statistics.

Hotel Service Quality Information Extracted from So-
cial Media. To fully exploit the information about hotel
service quality, we combine text mining and senti-
ment analysis to examine the natural-language text of
the customer reviews. For example, the helpfulness
of the hotel staff is a service feature one can assess
by reading the consumer opinions. Toward extract-
ing such information, we build on the previous work
of Archak et al. (2011) and Ghose et al. (2012). First,
we extract the important hotel features. Following the
automated approach introduced previously (Archak
et al. 2011, Ghose et al. 2012), we use a part-of-speech
tagger to identify the frequently mentioned nouns and
noun phrases, which we consider candidate hotel fea-
tures. We then use WordNet (Fellbaum 1998) and a
context-sensitive hierarchical agglomerative clustering
algorithm (Manning and Schutze 1999) to further clus-
ter the identified nouns and noun phrases into clusters
of similar nouns and noun phrases. The resulting set
of clusters corresponds to the set of identified product
features mentioned in the reviews. For our analysis, we
kept the top six most frequently mentioned features,
whichwere hotel staff, food quality, bathroom, parking facil-
ities, bedroom quality, and check-in/out front desk efficiency.

For sentiment analysis, we extracted all of the evalu-
ation phrases (adjectives and adverbs) that were used
to evaluate the individual service features (for exam-
ple, for the feature “hotel staff,” we extracted phrases
such as “helpful,” “smiling,” “rude,” “responsive”).
The process of extracting user evaluation phrases can
be automated. To measure the meaning of these eval-
uation phrases, we used AMT to exogenously assign
explicit polarity semantics to each word. To compute
the scores, we used AMT to create our ontology, with
the scores for each evaluation phrase. Our process for
creating these “external” scores was done using the
methodology of Archak et al. (2011). Finally, to han-
dle the negation (e.g., “I didn’t think the staff was
helpful”), we built a dictionary database to store all
of the negation words (e.g., “not,” “hardly”) using an
approach similar to NegEx (http://code.google.com/
p/negex; accessed September 10, 2015).
Consumer Cognitive Cost Indicators Extracted from
Social Media. Although the textual content of cus-
tomer reviews can reveal important information about
hotel quality, there is a nonnegligible cognitive cost
associated with processing such information. To cap-
ture consumers’ cognitive costs in reading the user-
generated reviews, we analyzed two sets of review text
features that are likely to affect consumers’ intellectual
efforts in internalizing review content: “readability”
(i.e., textual complexity, syllables, and spelling errors)
and “subjectivity” (i.e., mean and standard deviation).
Research has shown that both have had a significant
impact on consumer online shopping behavior in the
past (e.g., Ghose and Ipeirotis 2011). To derive the

http://code.google.com/p/negex
http://code.google.com/p/negex
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probability of subjectivity in the review’s textual con-
tent, we apply text-mining techniques. In particular,
we train a classifier using the hotel descriptions of
each of the hotels in our data set as “objective” doc-
uments. We randomly retrieved 1,000 reviews to con-
struct the “subjective” examples in the training set.
We conduct the training process by using a 4-gram
dynamic language model classifier provided by the
LingPipe toolkit (http://alias-i.com/lingpipe; accessed
September 10, 2015). Thus, we are able to acquire a sub-
jectivity confidence score for each sentence in a review
and then derive the mean and variance of this score,
which represent the probability of the review being
subjective.
In addition to review textual readability and sub-

jectivity, we also extracted an additional cognitive cost
indicator based on the topic complexity of the customer

Table 2. Definitions and Summary Statistics of Variables

Variable Definition Mean Std. dev. Min Max

PRICE_DISP Displayed price per room per night 230.98 179.76 16 2,849
PRICE_TRANS Transaction price per room per night 148.08 108.18 52 2,252
CLASS Hotel class 3.62 0.70 1 5
AMENITYCNT Total number of hotel amenities 14.37 6.22 2 23
ROOMS Total number of hotel rooms 210.12 258.27 12 2,900
BRAND Dummies for 9 hotel brands: Accor, Best western, Cendant,

Choice, Hilton, Hyatt, Intercontinental, Marriott, and
Starwood

— — 0 1

PAGE Page number of the hotel 20.86 13.44 1 192
RANK Screen position of the hotel 12.09 4.32 1 25
SPECIALSORT Dummy for a special sorting method 0.10 0.30 0 1
BEACH Beachfront within 0.6 miles 0.19 0.36 0 1
LAKE Lake or river within 0.6 miles 0.23 0.44 0 1
TRANS Public transportation within 0.6 miles 0.31 0.45 0 1
HIGHWAY Highway exits within 0.6 miles 0.70 0.42 0 1
DOWNTOWN Downtown area within 0.6 miles 0.66 0.45 0 1
EXTAMENITY Number of external amenities within 1 mile, i.e., restaurants,

shopping malls, or bars
4.63 7.99 0 27

CRIME City annual crime rate 194.99 127.22 3 1,310
Social media variables (cognitive cost)

COMPLEXITY Average sentence length per review 17.50 3.77 4 44
SYLLABLES Average number of syllables per review 246.81 50.53 76 700
SPELLERR Average number of spelling errors per review 1.17 0.33 0 3.86
SUB Review subjectivity—Mean 0.91 0.03 0.05 1
SUBDEV Review subjectivity—Standard deviation 0.02 0.03 0 0.25
TOPICENTROPY Entropy score to measure topic complexity 2.88 0.13 1.58 2.99

Social media variables (hotel quality)
REVIEWCNT Total number of reviews 13.56 25.60 0 202
RATING Overall reviewer rating 3.94 0.39 1 5
STAFF Sentiment score for helpfulness of staff 0.35 0.62 −3 3
FOOD Sentiment score for food quality 0.69 0.66 −3 3
BATHROOM Sentiment score for bathroom quality 0.42 0.74 −3 3
PARKING Sentiment score for parking facilities 0.16 0.58 −3 3
BEDROOM Sentiment score for bedroom quality 0.49 0.86 −3 3
FRONTDESK Sentiment score for check-in/out front desk efficiency 0.54 0.55 −3 3

Model computed search cost (in U.S. dollars)
c j Search cost for a hotel j derived from the model estimation 6.18 0.38 3.43 7.75

Total number of sessions: 969,033 Total number of hotels: 2,117
Total number of observations: 7,059,122

Time period: November 1, 2008—January 31, 2009

reviews. In particular, built on prior literature (Gong
et al. 2019), we analyzed the entropy value for the dis-
tribution of topics extracted from all customer reviews
for each hotel (“Topic Entropy”). This entropy value
measures the diversity of topics covered by the cus-
tomer reviews for each hotel. Prior literature suggests
the diversity in search results affects consumer search
behavior (e.g., Weitzman 1979, Dellaert and Häubl
2012). In addition, consumer psychology theories sug-
gest that as the information become noisier, users are
more likely to abandon their search (e.g., Jacoby et al.
1974, Dhar and Simonson 2003), because users tend
to get overwhelmed and discouraged by the complex-
ity of information, and therefore lose their interest or
trust in the search results. Therefore, we derived a topic
entropy score using probabilistic topic models from
machine learning and natural language processing to

http://alias-i.com/lingpipe
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capture the “noisiness” of information provided by
the customer reviews. Topic models are unsupervised
algorithms that aim to extract hidden topics from
unstructured text data. In particular, we measure the
topic complexity of reviews for each product by esti-
mating a topic model using a latent Dirichlet alloca-
tion model (LDA) (Blei et al. 2003) and subsequently
computing the entropy (i.e., diversity) of the topic
distribution of reviews for that product. We provide
more technical details on the topic modeling in Online
Appendix E.
For a better understanding of the variables, we

present the definitions and summary statistics of all
variables in Table 2. Note that the data set in this paper
uses not only the transaction data (i.e., purchases), but
also the complete session-level data (i.e., both clicks
and purchases). The resulting data set contains approx-
imately seven million observations from one million
individual user sessions.

3.1. Model-Free Evidence of Limited
Search by Consumers

Before we describe our model, we seek from the data
suggestive evidence that could motivate our assump-
tion of consumers’ limited search. First, we plot the
distribution of the total number of pages a consumer
browses in a search session. Figure 1(a) illustrates this
distribution in detail, with the x axis representing the
page counts and the y axis representing the density.
We notice that over 25% of consumers browse only
one page, over 50% of consumers browse less than
three pages, and less than 10% of consumers browse
more than 15 pages during their search for hotels.
This finding is consistent with prior industry evidence
that consumers seldom search more than three pages
(e.g., Sterling 2008). Second, we further look into the
distribution of the average number of click-throughs
made per page during each search session. Figure 1(b)
illustrates this distribution, with the x axis represent-
ing the click-throughs per page and the y axis repre-
senting the density.We find that on average, consumers

Figure 1(a). (Color online) Distribution of Number of Pages
Browsed (Session Level)
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Figure 1(b). (Color online) Distribution of Number of
Click-Throughs per Page (Session Level)
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click less than one hotel (out of a total of 25 hotels)
per page during their search. In fact, a large majority
of consumers click less than 0.5 hotels per page, on
average. Besides, over 97% clicks occurred on the first
page. These two figures provide us preliminary evi-
dence that consumers incur nontrivial search costs and
that consumer search is limited.2

4. A Structural Model of Consumer
Sequential Search

Our data set contains the complete information on
the browsing session (e.g., list of hotels displayed, se-
quence of clicks) and the purchasing decisions that
consumers made. Consumers have three options for a
hotel during a search session: (A) do not click on the
hotel at all, (B) click on the hotel but do not purchase it,
and (C) click on the hotel and also purchase it. To iden-
tify option A from options B and C, we need to model
consumers’ click decision making. To identify option B
from option C, we need to model consumers’ purchase
decision making. As a key contribution of this analyt-
ical study, we build a holistic model of user behavior
that models both the clicking and purchasing behavior.
Our model, in summary, works as follows.

Before Click:
1. A consumer session starts with consumer brows-

ing hotels on the search results summary page. A con-
sumer can obtain any hotel information provided
on the search results summary page (with no clicks
needed) at zero cost.

2. Before clicking on a hotel, the consumer does not
observe the exact information shown on the “details”
landing page for that hotel. Instead, she forms a belief
about what information would appear on the land-
ing page, conditional on the information observed in
the search results summary page. Because no click is
needed to form the belief, we assume the consumer
incurs zero cost at this step.
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3. Given the observed information on the search
results summary page and the conditional belief of the
unobserved information on the landing page, the con-
sumer is able to infer the expected utility of each hotel
before the click-through at zero cost.
4. Meanwhile, before clicking on a hotel, the con-

sumer also forms a belief about what the expected
search cost would be if she were to click on the hotel
(e.g., due to the additional cognitive efforts needed for
processing the unstructured information on the land-
ing page), conditional on the information observed
from the search results summary page. Again, no click
is required to form the belief of search cost, and we
assume the consumer incurs zero cost at this step.
After Click:

1. The consumer session continues with a series of
clicks, where the consumer decides to click on the land-
ing pages of some hotels and to find out the exact
utilities from these hotels. The goal of search (i.e., via
click-through) is to reveal any uncertainty in the utility
(i.e., uncertainty in the landing-page characteristics as
well as the unobserved error). The set of clicked hotels
and the order of the clicks reveal information about the
preferences and search costs of the user.

2. The consideration set is being generated during
the search process. It contains all of the hotels the con-
sumer has clicked. After the costly click-through, the
consumer knows the actual utilities (rather than the
expected utility) of the clicked hotels, which form
the consideration set.
3. The consumer stops searching new hotels (and

hence stops clicking) when the expected marginal ben-
efit of doing so is less than the expected search cost.
We adopt the concept of “reservation utility” from
Weitzman (1979) to define when the consumer stops
searching. The decision of whether to continue search-
ing or to stop relies on the actual utilities of the hotels in
the consideration set at that moment3 and her expected
utilities and expected search costs of the upcoming
hotels.
4. Once the consumer stops searching, the consid-

eration set is fixed. Based on the final consideration
set, the consumer makes a purchase decision (or skips
purchasing anything at all).

4.1. Model Setting
Product Utility. Assume the utility of hotel j for con-
sumer i to be a random-coefficient model as follows:

ui j � VS
i j +VL

i j + ei j , (1)

whereVi j �VS
i j +VL

i j represents the hotel utility from the
hotel characteristics displayed on the website. It con-
sists of two conceptual components: (i) a deterministic
component,VS

i j , the exact utility from “summary-page”
hotel characteristics consumers can directly observe on

the search summary page, and (ii) a stochastic com-
ponent, the additional utility, VL

i j , from “landing-page”
hotel characteristics consumers cannot directly observe
before the click-through but can observe after the click-
through. To evaluate the overall expected utility before
the click-through, a consumer i forms a belief of the
distribution of the unobserved landing-page utility
f (VL

i j ) based on VS
i j . This belief comes from the con-

sumer’s knowledge about the utility distribution for
hotel j conditional on the observed summary-page
characteristics for this hotel. The consumer makes the
click decision based on the exact value of the summary-
page utility VS

i j and the expected value of the landing-
page utility E(VL

i j ). Once the consumer decides to click
on the hotel, the click-through will reveal the actual
value of the landing-page characteristics, and the con-
sumer updates the expected value E(VL

i j ) with the
actual value VL

i j . Moreover, we let ei j represent the
unobserved uncertainty in the consumer’s evaluation.
The consumer does not know the realization of ei j
unless she clicks on hotel j and visits its landing page.
In particular, we assume ei j to be i.i.d. across consumers
and hotels, and to follow a type I extreme value distri-
bution ei j ∼ Type I EV(0, 1).4
In summary, our utility setting assumes that the con-

sumer does not know the full realization of the util-
ity of hotel j before the click-through. However, the
consumer knows the distribution of the utility. This
assumption is critical and is consistent with Weitzman
(1979) and many recent studies that have examined
consumers’ sequential search behavior in the online
search contexts (e.g., Kim et al. 2010, Chen and Yao
2017, Koulayev 2014). Hence, the goal of search (i.e.,
click) is to solve the uncertainty in the consumer’s eval-
uation toward both the landing-page characteristics
and the unobserved error to reveal the true utility of a
hotel.

More specifically, let X j be a vector of summary-page
characteristics for hotel j. Let P j represent the Price for
hotel j that is also directly available to consumers on
the search results summary page. Thus, we can model
the summary-page utility as VS

i j � X jβi −αiP j , where βi
and αi are consumer-specific parameters capturing the
heterogeneous preferences of consumers. We assume
βi ∼N(β̄,∑β), where β̄ is a vector containing the means
of the random effects and ∑

β is a diagonal matrix con-
taining the variances of the random effects. Similarly,
we assume αi ∼N(ᾱ, σ2

α
).

Meanwhile, we model the expected value of the
preclick stochastic part of the utility as E(VL

i j ) � L̃ jλi ,
where L̃ j represents the consumer expectation toward
the landing-page characteristics for hotel j conditional
on the observed summary-page characteristics (X j ,P j).
Note that L̃ j may not equal the actual values of the
landing-page characteristics. We use the tilde sign to
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distinguish L̃ j from the realization of its determinis-
tic value, L j . Using a similar approach proposed by
Koulayev (2014), we approximate L̃ j by taking the
mean of the bootstrap samples from the actual infor-
mation of the landing pages of the hotels that present
the same summary-page characteristics. This approach
allows consumers to infer knowledge about the utility
distribution of a hotel based on the average knowledge
from the population with similar experience (i.e., who
are also exposed to (X j ,P j)). The consumer estimates
the expected utility of the landing page based on L̃ j .
She updates L̃ j with the deterministic value L j only
after she chooses to click on hotel j and reveals the
actual deterministic values of the landing-page charac-
teristics. Let λi represent consumer-specific parameter
to capture the heterogeneity. Consistent with previous
assumptions, we assume it follows a normal distribu-
tion λi ∼N(λ̄,∑λ).

Therefore, we have the overall utility function as
follows. Before the click-through, the expected utility
from hotel j for consumer i is

ui j � X jβi − αiP j + L̃ jλi + ei j . (2a)

After the click-through, the realization of the actual
utility becomes

ui j � X jβi − αiP j + L jλi + ei j . (2b)

Search Cost. We model a consumer’s search cost as
a result of the landing-page-evaluation behavior asso-
ciated with a click (i.e., cognitive cost of processing
additional unstructured information). More specifi-
cally, let Q j denote the set of actual cognitive cost
variables for evaluating the landing-page unstructured
information of hotel j. We model the actual search cost
of consumer i after clicking on hotel j to follow a log-
normal distribution5:

ci j � exp(Q jγi), (3a)

where γi ∼ N(γ̄,∑γ), γ̄ is a vector containing the
means of the random effects and ∑

γ is a diagonal
matrix containing the variances of the random effects.
To model the consumer’s cognitive cost of evaluat-
ing the unstructured information on the landing page,
we consider different dimensions in the cognitive-cost
variables Q j , including both the readability and the
subjectivity of the textual content of online reviews.
However, because the landing-page information is

not directly observable to the consumer before click, to
decide whether to click on a hotel, the consumer needs
to form a belief of her expected search cost conditional
on the observed summary-page characteristics of that
hotel. This means that in our model, Q j is not directly
observable to the consumer before the click-through.
Similarly, the consumer forms an expectation based

on the observed summary-page characteristics. Let Q̃ j
capture the consumer’s expectation toward the unob-
served cognitive-cost variables of hotel j. We approxi-
mate this expectation value by taking the mean of the
bootstrap samples from the actual information of the
hotels with the same summary-page characteristics.

Based on the discussion above, we can write the
(expected) search cost of consumer i for hotel j before
the click-through as the following:

ci j � exp(Q̃ jγi). (3b)

Thus, before the click-through of hotel j, a consumer i
makes the click decision based on the expected search
cost for j.

Note that a consumer’s search cost is a sunk cost.
It enters only the consumer’s click decision process but
not the purchase decision process. Once the consumer
forms an evaluation about the expected search cost, she
will make a click decision based on this evaluation one
time and will not need it again in the future. There-
fore, the realized actual search cost after click-through
in Equation (3a) does not enter either the click model
or the purchase model in reality. Only the expected
search cost before click-through in Equation (3b) will
enter the model estimation process (i.e., click model).
Hence, we can treat the consumer’s expected search
cost as a deterministic value in modeling her search
(click) decision, which is consistent with Weitzman
(1979). For simplicity of notation, we therefore keep the
same notation ci j to denote the expected search cost,
although the expected search cost in Equation (3b) rep-
resents an expectation value (based on Q̃ j , not Q j).

4.2. Problem Description and the Optimal
Search Framework

In general, our consumer search problem can be de-
scribed as follows. Assume a consumer searches se-
quentially (i.e., examines alternatives one by one) to
find a hotel. At each stage of the search, the consumer
has two options: continue to search for the next alter-
native or stop and purchase the current best alternative
(including purchasing nothing, i.e., an outside good).
Consider that the consumer is forward looking. This
situation implies that at any stage during her search,
she always tries to choose an action that maximizes
her expected utility from the current stage going forward—
meaning she tries to maximize the marginal benefits
from both the current stage and all potential future
stages. Therefore, the key problem here is to determine
the optimal point for the consumer to choose the “stop”
option.

More formally, let Si be the current search-generated
consideration set (i.e., including all hotels consumer i
has clicked). Let u∗i denote the current highest value
obtained by consumer i so far. We define

u∗i � max
j∈Si

{ui j , 0}. (4)
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Note that we define u∗i as the highest value ui j con-
sumer i obtains from the hotels in her consideration set.
Given the current best value u∗i , the expected marginal
benefits for consumer i from searching j are

Bi j(u∗i )�
∫ ∞

u∗i

(ui j − u∗i ) fi(ui j) dui j , (5)

where fi( · ) is the probability density function of hotel
utility ui j and is individual specific. The expected mar-
ginal benefits Bi j(u∗i ) represent the expectation of the
utility for hotel j, given that it is higher than u∗i , multi-
plied by theprobability that ui jexceeds u∗i . Aswenotice,
the benefits of search depend only on the distribution
of utility above u∗i . Thus, for any hotel j, the reserva-
tion utility zi j meets the following boundary condition,
where the expected search cost equals the expectedmarginal
benefits from searching the hotel:

ci j � Bi j(zi j)�
∫ ∞

zi j

(ui j − zi j) fi(ui j) dui j . (6)

Note that in Equations (4)–(6), because the actual search
cost and actual utility for an upcoming unsearched
hotel j are not observable to consumer i before the click-
through, her decision of whether to click on hotel j is
based on her expected search cost and expected utility. By
contrast, u∗i is derived based on the actual hotel utili-
ties because after the click-through, the consumer can
observe the exact information about each hotel in her
consideration set. Thus,when consumer i’s current best
value is equal to the reservationutility of hotel j, u∗i � zi j ,
she is indifferent between searching for j or stopping
(and accepting u∗i ). Consumer i will continue to search
for hotel j if her current best value is lower than the
reservation utility of hotel j, u∗i < zi j , and she will stop
otherwise.Moredetails on thederivation of the optimal
search strategy and the reservation utility are provided
in Online Appendices B and C.

4.3. Click Probability
We define the click probability in a fashion similar to
(Kim et al. 2010). Let r( j) denote the hotel with the
jth highest-ranked reservation utility zi , r( j). Let πi , r( j)
be the probability that consumer i will click hotel r( j).
This probability equals the probability that the cur-
rent highest value u∗i within the consumer’s current
consideration set is lower than the reservation util-
ity of hotel r( j). Let Si , r( j) be the current considera-
tion set generated prior to hotel r( j). It includes all
hotels the consumer has clicked before hotel r( j). For
a consumer to click hotel r( j), zi , r( j) has to exceed the
maximum value from the clicked sets of hotels. Thus,
we model the click probability of hotel r( j) for con-
sumer i as

πi , r( j) � Pr[r( j) is clicked by consumer i]
� Pr[u∗i < zi , r( j)]

� Pr
[

max
m∈Si , r( j)

(VS
i , r(m) +VL

i , r(m) + ei , r(m)) < zi , r( j)

]
�

∏
m∈Si , r( j)

Fei
(zi , r( j) −VS

i , r(m) −VL
i , r(m)), j > 1, (7)

where Fei
( · ) is the CDF of ei j , which in our case ei j ∼

Type I EV(0, 1).6

4.4. Conditional Purchase Probability
Conditional on the sequence of clicks consumer i has
made in the search session, we can derive the condi-
tional probability that she purchases hotel r( j) in her
consideration set as the following:

ηi ,r( j)�Pr(r( j) is booked by consumer i |all
clicks by consumer i)

�Pr(ui ,r( j)≥ui ,r( j′) |all clicks by consumer i ,
∀r( j),r( j′),r( j),r( j′)∈Si)

�Pr(VS
i ,r( j)+VL

i ,r( j)+ei ,r( j)≥VS
i ,r( j′)+VL

i ,r( j′)
+ei ,r( j′) |all clicks by consumer i ,

∀r( j),r( j′),r( j),r( j′)∈Si), (8)

where Si is the click-generated consideration set for
consumer i. Note that because the consideration set Si
is selected by consumer i based on her search decisions,
ei j does not follow a full type I EV distribution. Instead,
it follows a truncated type I EV distribution based
on the optimality conditions used by the consumer.
Unfortunately, under such circumstances the condi-
tional choice probability does not have a close-form
expression (e.g., Logit form). To address this issue,
we applied a simulation approach. Similar methods
have been adopted by the previous studies (Chen and
Yao 2017, Honka 2014, McFadden 1989). McFadden
(1989) proposed a kernel-smoothed frequency simu-
lator to sample the random draws from a truncated
type I EV distribution by smoothing the probabili-
ties using a multivariate scaled logistic CDF (Gumbel
1961). Honka (2014) applied McFadden’s approach to
sample the error term from a truncated Type I EV dis-
tribution by accounting for the composition of the
click-generated consideration set and the utility opti-
mality of the final choice to model consumer simulta-
neous search. Chen and Yao (2017) applied a similar
simulation approach to sample the error term from a
truncated normal distribution by further accounting
for not only the choice set composition and the util-
ity optimality of the final choice, but also the sequence
of the click-generated consideration set to model con-
sumer sequential search. Our simulation approach
builds on the methods from Chen and Yao (2017) and
Honka (2014). It allows us to simulate the error term
from a truncated Type I EV distribution by satisfying
the follow three optimality conditions: (1) sequence of
the click-generated consideration set, (2) composition
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of the click-generated consideration set, and (3) util-
ity optimality of the final choice. We provide the full
details on how we use the simulated method to con-
struct the conditional purchase probability in Online
Appendix D.

4.5. Likelihood Function
We model the overall likelihood as the product of the
probabilities of all of the observed consumer clicks and
purchases:
Likelihood�

∏
i

Pr(CLICKi ,PURCHASEi)

�
∏

i
Pr(CLICKi)Pr(PURCHASEi | CLICKi), (9)

where PURCHASEi represents the observed purchase
event by consumer i, and CLICKi represents the ob-
served sequence of all click events by consumer i.

We can then model Pr(CLICKi) and Pr(PURCHASEi |
CLICKi) as follows. First, let N be the total number
of hotels that consumer i has clicked (i.e., size of the
consideration set) and J be the total number of hotels
available in the market. We can model the joint proba-
bility of the sequence of click events for consumer i as
the following:

Pr(CLICKi)
� Pr[clicki , r(1) , then clicki , r(2) , . . . , then clicki , r(N) ,

then all_unclicksi]

�

N∏
r( j)∈Sclicked

i

Pr(ui , n ≤ zi , r( j) , ∀ n ∈ Sclicked_before_r( j)
i )

·
J−N∏

r(m)∈Sunclicked
i

Pr(u∗i ,N > zi , r(m))

�

N∏
r(n)∈Sclicked

i

Pr(u∗i , n−1 < zi , r(n))

·
J−N∏

r(m)∈Sunclicked
i

[1−Pr(u∗i ,N < zi , r(m))]

�

N∏
r(n)∈Sclicked

i

πi , r(n)

J−N∏
r(m)∈Sunclicked

i

[1− πi , r(m)], (10)

where Sclicked
i represents the set of all hotels that have

been clicked by consumer i, Sunclicked
i represents the set

of all hotels that have not been clicked by consumer i,
and Sclicked_before_r( j)

i represents the set of hotels that have
been clicked by consumer i before r( j).

Second, conditional on the sequence of click events,
we can derive the conditional probability of the pur-
chase event from Equation (8). Again, Si is the
click-generated consideration set for consumer i.
Pr(PURCHASEi |CLICKi)
�Pr(ui , r( j) ≥ ui , r( j′) |CLICKi , ∀ r( j), r( j′), r( j), r( j′) ∈ Si)
� ηi , r( j). (11)

Finally, based on Equations (10) and (11), we can
rewrite the likelihood function as follows:

Likelihood

�
∏

i

{
ηi , r( j)

N∏
r(n)∈Sclicked

i

πi , r(n)

J−N∏
r(m)∈Sunclicked

i

[1− πi , r(m)]
}
. (12)

With this model setting, we are able to account for
the fact that the decision-making processes for the
hotels in the same session are not completely indepen-
dent from each other. Instead, the click and purchase
decisions for a hotel depend not only on its own utility,
but also on the prior sequence of clicks associated with
the consideration set.7

4.6. Estimation
Tomodel the utility of a hotel, we consider X to contain
all hotel characteristics that are directly available on
the search summary page, including Hotel Class, Hotel
Brand, Customer Rating, Total Review Count, Page, and
Rank. We consider L to contain all additional charac-
teristics that can only be revealed from the hotel land-
ing page, including Amenity Count, Number of Rooms,
Number of External Amenities, the top-6 service charac-
teristics extracted from the social media textual content
including hotel staff, food quality, bathroom, parking facili-
ties, bedroom quality and check-in/out front desk efficiency,
as well as locational factors such as Beach, Lake, Down-
town, Highway, Public Transportation, and Crime Rate.
To analyze consumers’ search costs, we consider Q

to contain different factors that capture the cognitive
cost of the unstructured hotel information on the land-
ing page. In particular, we consider both the Readabil-
ity (i.e., complexity, syllables, and spelling errors) and
Subjectivity (i.e., mean and standard deviation of the
linguistic subjectivity) of the textual content of online
reviews.8

Note that the website also provides a sorting mech-
anism for consumers to refine their search by sorting
the results under criteria other than the default sorting
algorithm. Technically, if a consumer chooses to cus-
tomize the sorting algorithm, her search cost for each
hotel in the ranking list may also change, hence becom-
ing endogenous to her own search behavior. However,
in reality, we find that with approximately one million
online search sessions in our data set, more than 90%
of these sessions do not involve any customized sorting
behavior at all. This finding is consistent with previous
randomized experimental results (Ghose et al. 2014)
that the majority of users tend to stick with the default
sorting method during online product search. There-
fore, for simplicity in this study, we focus on only those
search sessions conducted under the default sorting
algorithm.9
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To estimate our model, we derive the overall log-
likelihood function as the following:

LL(θ)�
∑

i

{
ln(ηi , r( j))+

1..N∑
r(n)∈Sclicked

i

ln(πi , r(n))

+

N+1..J∑
r(m)∈Sunclicked

i

ln(1− πi , r(m))
}
, (13)

where θ represents the set of parameters of the random
coefficients we aim to estimate:

{θ} �
{
(ᾱ, σα),

(
β̄,

∑
β

)
,

(
λ̄,

∑
λ

)
,

(
γ̄,

∑
γ

)}
.

We iteratively estimate the model using a maxi-
mum simulated likelihood (MSL) method. In particu-
lar, we apply the Monte Carlo method for numerical
simulation, where for each individual observation, we
simulate 250 random draws from the joint distribu-
tion of the individual heterogeneous parameters {θ}
and compute the corresponding individual-level click
probability πi , j and conditional purchase probabil-
ity ηi , j . To maximize the log-likelihood function LL(θ),
we use a non-derivative-based optimization algorithm
(i.e., the Nelder–Mead simplex method) for heuristic
search.10 This procedure iteratively searches for the
optimal set of parameters {θ∗} until the log-likelihood
function is maximized:

{θ∗} � arg min
{θ∗}

LL(θ). (14)

The main computational complexity of the estima-
tion comes from the calculation of the reservation val-
ues. During each iteration of the optimization algo-
rithm, for each observation and each value of the
search cost, we need to solve zi j � B−1

i j
(ci j) numeri-

cally. To improve the estimation efficiency, we apply
an interpolation-based method to compute the reser-
vation values (Kim et al. 2010, Koulayev 2014). We pro-
vide more details of this computation procedure in
Online Appendix C.

4.7. Identification
One of the major challenges is to simultaneously iden-
tify consumers’ heterogeneous preferences and search
costs. A person may stop searching either because
she has a high valuation for the products already
found or because she has a high search cost. Therefore,
either the preferences for product characteristics or the
moments of the search cost distribution can explain
an observed search outcome. In our study, we need
to identify four major effects: consumer preferences
(mean and heterogeneity) and consumer search cost
(mean and heterogeneity). The key identification strat-
egy of our estimation relies on the exclusion restriction

that consumer preferences enter the decision-making
processes of both search and purchase, whereas con-
sumer search cost enters only the search decision-
making process. Once the consideration set is gener-
ated after search, the conditional purchase decision
should depend only on the consumer preferences.
Our unique data set containing both consumer search
data and purchase data allows us to identify these
effects.

Moreover, the identification also relies on search-
cost “shifters.” Recall that we model search cost as a
function of a completely different set of variables com-
pared to the consumer-preferences variables. When we
choose different sets of covariates for search cost and
consumer preferences, the covariates enter search cost
function but not utility function serve as the exclu-
sion restrictions for identification. Conditioned on the
exclusion restrictions, the utility and the search cost
can be separated. From an empirical identification per-
spective, we can simply view the search-cost variables
as additional product characteristics (i.e., similar to
Kim et al. 2010). Thus, we can identify the search-cost
and consumer-preferences variables simultaneously.11
We provide more detailed discussions below.

Mean Effects. We identify the mean effects of con-
sumer preferences variables based on the correlation
between the observed click/purchase frequencies and
the frequencies of underlying preferences variables. In
otherwords, wemeasure themean effect of a consumer
preference variable by how often the same (or simi-
lar) variable appears in the hotels consumers click or
purchase. For example, if on average people tend to
click (or purchase) low price hotels, we may conclude
that people have a high price sensitivity. This identifi-
cation is similar to the one in most traditional choice
models, except that it takes into consideration not only
the observed purchases, but also the clicks, to infer the
mean effect of consumer preferences.

We identify the mean effect of search cost partially
based on the observed average size of the consumer’s
search-generated consideration set. Importantly, note
that we model the search cost as a function of com-
pletely different variables compared to the consumer-
preferences variables, which can be viewed simply as
additional hotel characteristics. Thus, similar to the
identification of consumer mean preferences, we can
identify the mean search cost coefficients based on
the correlation between the observed click frequen-
cies and the frequencies of underlying search cost
characteristics.

Heterogeneous Effects. Note that across both pur-
chase data and search data, we have multiple obser-
vations per consumer. For a given consumer and her
search cost, we observe the deviation of observed pur-
chase and searches from those predicted decisions
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based on the mean preferences and search cost param-
eters. The distribution of these deviations across indi-
vidual consumers allows us to identify the heterogene-
ity distribution parameters.
More specifically, we identify consumer heteroge-

neous preferences from two perspectives. First, we par-
tially identify them from the search data based on the
distribution of the deviations across individual con-
sumers between our model’s predicted click probabil-
ities (based solely on the mean effects) and individ-
ual consumers’ observed click probabilities. Second,
since we also observe individual consumers’ final pur-
chases, the purchase data allow us to identify the het-
erogeneous preferences based on the distribution of
the deviations across individual consumers between
the model’s predicted purchase probabilities (based
solely on the mean effects) and individual consumers’
observed purchase probabilities.

We identify the heterogeneous search cost through
two sources. First, our identification relies on the exclu-
sion restriction that search cost variables do not enter
purchase decision processes. After identifying the con-
sumer heterogeneous preferences through the condi-
tional purchase probabilities, we can then identify the
heterogeneous search cost by the joint variation of the
consideration set size and the click probabilities. In par-
ticular, at each point during a consumer’s search, based
on mean parameters, her reservation utility, and the
products already searched in the consideration set,
we can predict the mean probability of her stopping
the search. The deviation of her search activities from
the predicted values give us the information of one’s
heterogeneity in search cost. The distribution of these
deviations across individual consumers identifies the
search cost heterogeneity distribution parameters. Sec-
ond, the nonlinear functional form in the reservation
utility (i.e., Equation (6)) can also help identify con-
sumer preference and search cost parameters (Kim
et al. 2010). Since the consumer preferences enter the
equation in a nonlinear manner (i.e., need to integrate
over the utility), whereas the search cost enters the
equation in a linear manner, this mathematical nonlin-
earity also helps us separately identify consumer het-
erogeneous preferences and search cost.

5. Empirical Results
5.1. Main Results
Our main results are shown in Table 3. First, we find
that the majority of the coefficients are statistically
significant at the p ≤ 5% level, including both the
mean effects (ᾱ, β̄, λ̄, γ̄) and the heterogeneity param-
eters (σα ,Σβ ,Σλ ,Σγ), for price, summary hotel charac-
teristics, landing page hotel characteristics, and cost
of absorbing social media content, respectively). Con-
sistent with theory, PRICE has a negative effect on

hotel demand. CLASS, AMENITYCNT, ROOMS, RAT-
ING, and REVIEWCNT have a positive effect on hotel
demand. For hotel-location characteristics, we find that
BEACH, TRANS, HIGHWAY, and DOWNTOWN have
a positive effect on hotel demand, whereas LAKE and
CRIME show a negative effect. Consistent with prior
literature, online position has a significant effect on
consumer click and demand (e.g., Yao and Mela 2011,
Ghose and Yang 2009). In particular, PAGE and RANK
each leads to a decrease in the hotel demand.Moreover,
we find that three service variables that are extracted
from social media textual content demonstrate signifi-
cant effect on hotel demand. In particular, food quality
presents the highest positive impact, followed by hotel
staff and parking.

On the other hand, we find that the additional un-
structured information from the landing page indeed
leads to an increase in consumer search cost. In par-
ticular, the readability-related review features such as
COMPLEXITY, SYLLABLES, and SPELLERR have a
positive sign, suggesting that long and complex sen-
tences, words with many syllables, or spelling errors
in user reviews discourage consumers from continu-
ing to search on product search engines. Moreover,
SUB has a positive sign, implying that highly subjec-
tive and opinionated content that lacks objective infor-
mation creates a cognitive burden for consumers dur-
ing hotel search and may lead to early termination of
their search. Finally, SUBDEV also has a positive sign,
which suggests that a mixture of both objective and
subjective messages is likely to lead to higher cognitive
costs. In other words, SUBDEV represents the standard
deviation of the subjectivity value and it captures the
level of heterogeneity in the type of information pro-
vided in the reviews. The higher the heterogeneity, the
higher the cognitive cost associated with processing
such information (i.e., when a review is a mix of both
subjective and objective messages, it adds to the cog-
nitive costs because readers might have to incur addi-
tional effort when switching between different types of
information).

To get a handle on the actual magnitude of the search
cost, we quantitatively derive the dollar value of dif-
ferent search cost variables. This value represents how
much a certain variable effect can be translated into
price. We find that, on average, the effort of contin-
uing to search an additional hotel costs $6.18. The
search costs differ across hotels from $3.43 to $7.75.
Our findings are consistentwith previous findings sug-
gesting a nontrivial search cost in online markets. For
example, Koulayev (2014) found that the page-level
median search costs rise from $4 per first search to
$16 per fifth on a travel search engine. Brynjolfsson
et al. (2010) found that the benefits from searching
lower screens equal $6.55 for the median consumer.
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Table 3. Estimation Results—Main Model

Mean effect Heterogeneity Mean effect Heterogeneity
Variable (Std. err.)M (Std. err.)M Variable (Std. err.)M (Std. err.)M
(Preferences) ᾱ, β̄, λ̄ σα , Σβ , Σλ (Preferences) ᾱ, β̄, λ̄ σα , Σβ , Σλ

PRICE(L) −1.252∗ (0.022) 0.417∗ (0.074) DOWNTOWN 1.198∗ (0.061) 0.471∗ (0.093)
PAGE −0.239∗ (0.003) 0.080 (0.133) CRIME −0.173∗ (0.043) 0.015 (0.034)
RANK −0.314∗ (0.008) 0.132∗ (0.067) RATING 2.661∗ (0.015) 1.308∗ (0.091)
CLASS 1.516∗ (0.023) 0.935∗ (0.181) REVIEWCNT(L) 1.230∗ (0.107) 0.369∗ (0.069)
AMENITYCNT(L) 0.146∗ (0.034) 0.066 (0.070) STAFF 0.139∗ (0.027) 0.034 (0.088)
ROOMS(L) 0.394∗ (0.024) 0.195 (0.287) FOOD 0.225∗ (0.038) 0.136∗ (0.002)
EXTAMENITY(L) 0.165∗ (0.036) 0.041 (0.046) BATHROOM 0.290 (0.271) 0.060 (0.103)
BEACH 1.539∗ (0.028) 0.561∗ (0.099) PARKING 0.097∗ (0.008) 0.075∗ (0.011)
LAKE −0.663∗ (0.116) 1.560∗ (0.389) BEDROOM −0.175 (0.232) 0.253 (0.269)
TRANS 1.336∗ (0.140) 0.192∗ (0.064) FRONTDESK 0.065 (0.103) 0.021 (0.076)
HIGHWAY 0.447∗ (0.093) 0.068 (0.061)
BRAND Yes
(Search cost) γ̄

∑
γ (Search cost) γ̄

∑
γ

Search Base Cost (Constant) −7.511∗ (0.089) 0.971∗ (0.176) SPELLERR(L) 0.329∗ (0.082) 0.033 (0.101)
COMPLEXITY 0.541∗ (0.094) 0.398∗ (0.115) SUB 0.196∗ (0.045) 0.057 (0.229)
SYLLABLES(L) 0.678∗ (0.115) 0.721∗ (0.106) SUBDEV 0.342∗ (0.056) 0.119 (0.273)

Maximum LL −405,418
Price Elasticity −1.619

Note. L, logarithm of the variable; M, main model.
∗Statistically significant at 5%.

Hann and Terwiesch (2003) quantified rebidding costs
to be $4.00–$7.50 in a reverse-auction channel. Hong
and Shum (2006) found consumers’ median search
costs to be $1.31–$2.90 for a sample of text books. In
addition, De los Santos (2008) found search costs rang-
ing from $0.90 to $1.80 per search in the online book
industry. Meanwhile, a one-word increase in the aver-
age sentence length increases consumer search cost by
$0.44. One more syllable or one more spelling error per
review can cost consumers $0.56 or $0.28, respectively,
during the product search.
Importantly, our empirical analysis allows us to

quantify the trade-off between consumers’ benefits and
costs toward leveraging social media information for
decision making. Our results indicate that more social
media information (especially textual content) may
not always improve consumer decision making. Cer-
tain service- and quality-related information extracted
from review textual content can indeed facilitate con-
sumer decision making and impact product demand.
However, because of the size and the unstructured
nature of such information, it also brings in nonnegligi-
ble cognitive costs to the consumers. Our study aims to
explore a more effective and scalable way of managing
social media information that can help search engines
extract and provide useful information to consumers
without introducing high cognitive costs. Moreover,
our model and policy experiments (in Section 6)
allow us to evaluate the associate economic outcome
on consumers as well as on product search engine
revenues.

To further analyze the robustness of our model per-
formance, and how social media and consumer hetero-
geneity (e.g., travel purposes) may affect the search cost
and decisions of a consumer, we conduct three robust-
ness tests by (1) excluding the social media variables
from the main model, (2) including additional topic
entropy variable into the main model, and (3) adding
interaction effects between consumer travel purposes
and summary-page variables. We find that the esti-
mated coefficients are qualitatively consistent with the
main results. Interestingly, we notice that the model
that does not account for social media textual variables
presents significantly higher price elasticity. This result
indicates that the unstructured social media informa-
tion plays an important role in consumer decision
making, and that consumers’ cognitive costs to digest
such information are nonnegligible. Without account-
ing for such unstructured information during con-
sumer search can lead to an overestimation of price
elasticity. We provide more details on the robustness
tests in Online Appendix F.

5.2. Model Comparisons
Furthermore, to understand how the type and scale of
data or modeling mechanisms may affect the perfor-
mance of our analysis, we conducted model compari-
son analyses with a set of alternative benchmark mod-
els using different data sets or modeling mechanisms.
5.2.1. Alternative Models. In particular, we consid-
ered four alternative benchmark models. (1) Alterna-
tive Model I: Use the purchase data only (Mixed Logit
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Model). (2) Alternative Model II: Use the purchase data
only (Mixed Logit Model + Additional Search Cost
Variables). (3) Alternative Model III: Use the click data
only (Click Model).12 (4) Alternative Model IV: Use both
the click and the purchase data (Joint Probabilistic
Model of Click and Purchase+Additional Search Cost
Variables, But No Click Sequence Information).13 Due
to space limitation, we provide the details on the alter-
native model mechanisms in Online Appendix G.
Overall, we find that the estimation results are

qualitatively consistent with our main findings. Inter-
estingly, we find that using a static model without
accounting for consumers’ search behavior can lead to
an overestimation of the price elasticity. The interpre-
tation of this finding can be attributed to the nature
of the hotel search market. A model that captures con-
sumers’ actual search behaviors finds lower price elas-
ticity, implying that consumers in the hotel search mar-
ket tend to highly evaluate the quality of hotels and put
weight on nonprice factors during search (e.g., class,
amenities, or reviews). Our finding on price elasticity
is consistent with prior findings by Koulayev (2014)
and Brynjolfsson et al. (2010). Both studies show that
when consumers face a highly differentiated market
(e.g., product differentiation or retailer differentiation),
they aremore likely to focus on nonprice factors during
search. Hence, the estimated price elasticity is lower
when incorporating consumers’ search behaviors into
the model. On the contrary, when a market is less
differentiated, consumers become more price sensi-
tive and focus more on price search. Thus, a search
model that incorporates consumers’ search behaviors
may find a higher price elasticity of demand than a
static model (e.g., De los Santos et al. 2012).

Furthermore, from Alternative Models (I)–(III), we
find that use of only the click data or only the purchase
data is likely to overestimate the price elasticity, and
therefore it is important to consider both click and pur-
chase decisions whenmodeling consumer preferences.
However, interestingly, from Alternative Model (IV),
we find that although incorporating both click and pur-
chase decisions information can improve the model
estimation, the joint probabilistic model without con-
sidering the click sequence information can still lead
to an overestimation of price elasticity. This result indi-
cates that the final click or purchase decisions are not
all that matter, but that the sequential click path is
critical in revealing consumer preferences. Failing to
capture consumers’ search paths can lead to an over-
estimation of price elasticity in the online search mar-
ket. For more details on the alternative model results,
we illustrate them in Tables G1 and G2 in Online
Appendix G.
5.2.2. Model Prediction Experiments. Based on the
model-estimated coefficients, our final goal is to pre-
dict the click and purchase probabilities for a hotel by

an individual consumer. The prediction of the two indi-
vidual probabilities can be achieved by substituting
the model-estimated coefficients into the Equations (7)
and (8). To obtain individual-level consumer hetero-
geneity, we apply the Monte Carlo simulation method.
In particular, we use the same random draws we sim-
ulated previously (i.e., in Section 4.6) from the joint
distribution of the individual heterogeneous parame-
ters. Based on the steps above, we are able to compute
the corresponding individual click and purchase prob-
abilities for each hotel for an individual consumer.

To examine the predictive performance of our mo-
del, we conduct a set of model-prediction experi-
ments. We first compute the predicted individual click
and purchase probabilities for each hotel as described
above. Then,we compare the predicted individual click
and purchase probabilities with the observed click and
purchase probabilities (i.e., observed search and choice
shares for the hotels). We calculate the prediction error
for each hotel at individual-session level for both click
and purchase probabilities. Then, we compute the root
mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute devi-
ation (MAD). We consider all of the four alternative
models discussed above as our baseline models. Fur-
thermore, we are interested in examining how the use
of unstructured data (social media textual variables)
may affect the model’s predictive power. Therefore, we
consider a fifth baseline model: main model without
the social media textual variables (Robustness Test 1) for
both click- and purchase-probability predictions.

We randomly partition our data set into two sub-
sets: one with 70% of the total observations as the esti-
mation sample and the other with 30% of the total
observations as the holdout sample. To minimize any
potential bias from the partition process, we perform
a 10-fold cross-validation. We conduct both in-sample
and out-of-sample estimation using our model and the
two baseline models. We then compare the predic-
tive performance of both the click and the purchase
probabilities of a hotel. The prediction results are illus-
trated in Tables A.1(a) and A.1(b) (click probability)
and Tables A.2(a) and A.2(b) (purchase probability)
in Appendix A. Our model-prediction results demon-
strate that our model has the overall highest predictive
power. Our model outperforms the baseline models
in both in-sample and out-of-sample predictive power
for both click and purchase predictions. Similar trends
in improvement in the predictive power occur with
respect to RMSE and MAD.

For example, with regard to the click-probability pre-
diction, the out-of-sample results in Table A.1(b) show
that with respect to the RMSE, our proposedmodel can
improve the prediction performance by 14.92% com-
pared to the search model without the social media
textual variables. It can improve the prediction perfor-
mance by 33.20% compared to the click model with
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only click data. We find a similar trend with regard to
the purchase-probability prediction. For example, the
out-of-sample results in Table A.2(b) demonstrate that
with respect to the RMSE, ourmainmodel can improve
the prediction performance by 18.77% compared to
the next-best model—search model without the social
media textual variables. It can improve the predic-
tion performance by 37.36% compared to the mixed
logit model with a limited consideration set, and by
32.81% compared to the mixed logit model with a lim-
ited consideration set plus the additional search cost
variables.
Notice that the model-prediction experiments indi-

cate that our model is better able to predict the indi-
vidual click and purchase probabilities for each hotel
than the click model and the static mixed logit model.
Even after considering various extensions of the mixed
logit models accounting for the limited consideration
set and the additional search cost variables, or consid-
ering other alternative behavioral models, our search
model still provides the best predictive performance.
The potential reasons are the following. Our proposed
search model is a holistic model that captures both the
click and the purchase decision-making processes for
a consumer. Therefore, our model is able to account
for the following three unique features of consumer
search. (1) Interdependency in decision making: the search
model predicts that a click decision depends on the
ordered list of previously clicked products, and con-
sequently, a purchase decision depends on the previ-
ous click-generated consideration set; however, static
models assume independent decision making during
consumer evaluation. (2) Information arrives sequentially:
ourmodel assumes that detailed product landing-page
attributes can only become available to a consumer
after she clicks on the product; however, static models
tend to ignore the fact that information arrives sequen-
tially and assume both landing- and summary-page
attributes are available to the consumer at the begin-
ning. (3)Nonnegligible search cost: the search model pre-
dicts that a click decision depends on the (expected)
search cost associatedwith this click, and the formation
of the final consideration set depends on the search
cost toward each product; however, the static model
ignores such opportunity cost.
In summary, three major indications from our model

comparison experiments are as follows. (i) Both the
click and the purchase data reveal significant infor-
mation about consumer preferences and search cost,
and both are critical to improving the model pre-
dictive power. (ii) The sequence of the clicks reveals
significant information about consumer preferences
and search cost. Our main search model incorporates
not only the click decisions, but also the sequential
order of these clicks. However, the static mixed logit
models ignore the sequence of the clicks and simply

take the final consideration set as exogenously given.
(iii) Unstructured social media data play an important
role in consumer decision making. Incorporating such
information into the model can lead to a significant
improvement in the model’s predictive power.

6. Policy Experiment
Based on our model estimation results, we conduct
counterfactual analyses under various policy experi-
ments to explore the what-if type of questions. More
specifically, considering the amount and type of differ-
ent information, we are interested in what information
product search engines should present during differ-
ent stages of consumer search (i.e., on the search results
summary page versus product landing page).

6.1. Information Shown on the Search Summary
Page vs. Landing Page

As we notice in our data set, most online products con-
tain a large number of characteristics. However, due
to the limitation in screen space, search engines are
unable to show all product information on the search
summary page. Instead, search engines choose to high-
light a snapshot of some product information on the
summary page, while leaving the majority of informa-
tion to the landing page. The information selected for
the search summary page for a product becomes crit-
ical because it can influence both consumers’ percep-
tions of the utility of the product and their expectations
regarding the search costs associated with further eval-
uation of the product (i.e., via click-through).14

To explore what information should be shown on
the search summary page, we conduct a policy exper-
iment using our model. In particular, we assume that
search engines show different sets of hotel character-
istics on the summary page—meaning that these cho-
sen characteristics are directly observable to consumers
before the click-through. We reestimate consumers’
conditional belief regarding the unobserved character-
istics using bootstrap samples and then compute the
individual session-hotel-level predicted click and pur-
chase probabilities based on the parameter estimates
from the original model estimation. We compute the
overall click and purchase probabilities for a hotel by
taking an average of the click and purchase probabil-
ities across all sessions for that hotel. Finally, we sum
over all hotels based on the prices and the predicted
purchase probabilities to compute the predicted search
engine revenue.

By doing so, we aim to examine the following ques-
tion: Holding consumers’ preferences for product char-
acteristics and search cost variables consistent, how
would consumers’ click and purchase behavior change
if the search engine websites were to provide differ-
ent sets of information on the search results sum-
mary page? Moreover, we are interested in exploring a
better strategy for search engines to design the search
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results summary page such that it improves the over-
all click/purchase probabilities and the search engine
revenue.
More specifically, we focus on six alternative sets

of product information that may be potentially use-
ful to show on the search results summary page:
(1) existing summary-page characteristics (i.e., price,
hotel class, hotel brand, customer rating, review
count, page, rank), (2) existing summary-page char-
acteristics plus additional location-related charac-
teristics (i.e., number of external amenities, beach,
lake, downtown, highway, public transportation, crime

Figure 2(a). (Color online) Predicted Click Probabilities with Different Information Provided on Search Summary Page
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Figure 2(b). (Color online) Predicted Purchase Probabilities with Different Information Provided on Search Summary Page
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rate), (3) existing summary-page characteristics plus
additional service-related information (i.e., amenity
count), (4) existing summary-page characteristics plus
additional review-text-related information (i.e., textual
review features), (5) existing summary-page character-
istics plus additional review-topic-related information
(i.e., topic entropy score derived from the entropymea-
surement), and (6) existing summary-page characteris-
tics minus the product price information.

We compute the average predicted click and pur-
chase probabilities per hotel per session under each
of the above six assumptions. We provide our results
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in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). Our findings demonstrate
that the type of information search engines choose to
show on the summary page has a statistically signifi-
cant effect on consumers’ click and purchase probabil-
ities. In particular, we find that providing additional
location-, service-, or review-related information for
products on the search results summary page will lead
to a significant decrease in click probability. This find-
ing is intuitive. Because providing more information
on the summary page will reduce the variance of the
product utility (i.e., reducing uncertainty in consumer
expectation) before click, it lowers the reservation util-
ity of the product (hence making the product less
attractive for a consumer to click).
However, interestingly, we find that providing addi-

tional product information, especially the location-
related information, on the travel search engine
summary page will lead to a significant increase in the
purchase probability. A potential reason for this find-
ing is that providing additional product information
on the search summary page can reduce the potential
error in consumers’ expectation toward product util-
ity and search costs before click. As a consequence,
consumers are more likely to click on the best set of
products that will provide them the highest utility.
Hence, themaximumutility discovered from this click-
generated consideration set is more likely to exceed the
utility of the outside good. As a result, consumers are
less likely to miss a good-value deal (i.e., leave without
purchase).

Meanwhile, we find that although excluding price
information from the search summary page can lead
to a significantly higher click probability, it does not
seem to increase the purchase probability at the end.
This finding indicates that strategically hiding price
information (i.e., price obfuscation) from the search
summary page can make further searching (i.e., click-
ing) for products on a search engine more attractive.
However, this strategy may not increase the overall
purchase probability.

Finally, we compute the overall search engine rev-
enue based on the hotel prices and the predicted
purchase probabilities. Our results show that the
location-related information is the most influential,
compared to the service- and review-related infor-
mation, when the travel search engine presents this
information on the search summary page. It can lead
to a 22.16% increase in the overall search engine rev-
enue. Providing service-related information, such as
the total number of hotel amenities, on the search sum-
mary page can lead to a 3.22% increase in the overall
search engine revenue. By contrast, strategically hid-
ing price information from the search summary page
can hurt the search engine revenue, leading to a 7.08%
drop in the overall revenue. We provide more details
on the corresponding results in Table 4.15

Table 4. Predicted Overall Search Engine Revenue with
Different Information on Search Summary Page

Overall search 95% confidence
engine revenue ($) intervala ($)

Existing 452,781 445,263–458,260
Existing+Location Information 553,136 538,026–561,989
Existing+Service Information 467,369 460,031–474,112
Existing−Price Information 420,132 411,585–429,203
Existing+Review Information 507,160 500,327–514,278

(Text Features)
Existing+Review Information 490,063 481,314–498,157

(Topic Entropy)
aConfidence interval is calculated based on bootstrapping the pol-

icy simulation experiments 200 times.

Interestingly, providing a carefully curated digest of
social media textual content on product summary page
(e.g., the six most frequently mentioned product fea-
tures extracted from the customer reviews, customers’
attitudes toward these popular features, the readability
of the review’s textual content) can lead to a 12.01%
increase in the overall search engine revenue. Mean-
while, providing an overall “topic entropy” score of the
review content (i.e., derived from topic models to mea-
sure the complexity of the review topic content) can
lead to an 8.23% increase in the overall search engine
revenue. These findings suggest that it is important for
product search engines to leverage the economic value
of large-scale unstructured social media information,
while at the same time reducing the cognitive bur-
den of consumers by automating the extraction of such
information and providing it to consumers during the
earlier stages of decision making.

Furthermore, to examine where the revenue increase
came from, we conducted an additional analysis on
the breakdown of the revenue in the simulation. Inter-
estingly, we found that the revenue increase came
from both existing consumers and expansion of mar-
ket coverage. In addition, we also found that the rev-
enue increase occurred for both existing hotels and
new hotels. This finding provides further supports that
with carefully designed information on search sum-
mary page, search engine can improve the market cov-
erage of consumers as well as the diversity of prod-
ucts consumed, which can lead to a potential increase
in consumer surplus. For more details, we provide
the complete revenue breakdown analysis in Online
Appendix H.

In sum, our policy experiment offers critical insights
on the potential of analyzing large historical user
behavioral data for search engines to improve the
landing-page design strategy for better user experience
and higher overall business revenues.
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7. Managerial Implications and Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a structural econometric
model for product search engines to understand con-
sumers’ search and purchase behavior as well as to
quantify the search costs incurred by consumers. Our
model combines an optimal stopping framework with
an individual-level random utility choice model. It
allows us to jointly estimate consumers’ heterogeneous
preferences and search costs in a product search engine
context where unstructured social media information
is quite pervasive, and to identify the key driver of
a consumer’s decision at each stage of the search
and purchase process. Our final results suggest that
both the historical clicking decisions and the purchase
decisions reveal significant information of consumer
preferences and search costs. Moreover, the paths of
searches (i.e., sequence of clicks) also reveal significant
information of consumer preferences and search costs.
Our analyses can help search engines predict con-
sumer online footprints and design the search results
summary page to improve user experience and search
engine revenues.
On a broader note, our research makes two key con-

tributions. First, we show the advantage of incorporat-
ing multiple and large-scale data sources in analyzing
how humans search, evaluate information, and make
decisions under cognitive constraints in response to the
emerging interplay between social media and search
engines. Moreover, we are able to quantify the effects of
unstructured social media content on user search cost.
Our empirical analysis aims to provide an approach
on which future studies can build, with the goal of
exploring the potential of “Big Data” and sophisticated
customer analytics tools for managerial decision mak-
ing. Second, we demonstrate the value of using dig-
ital analytics by search engines based on structural
econometric methods in finding solutions for impor-
tant business problems. Our structural model of con-
sumer search combines the optimal stopping frame-
work with an individual-level random utility choice
model. It allows us to harness the advantage of mul-
tistage consumer behavioral data on search engines to
identify the drivers of consumer decisions in electronic
markets. It enables the prediction of consumers’ future
search behavior on search engines. Moreover, it offers
insights to search engines on the design of the search
results summary page (i.e., what information to show
on the summary page versus the landing page) to
improve the user experience and the search engine rev-
enues. Importantly, this approach can be generalized to
any electronic market with an in-house search engine
(e.g., Amazon.com), especially in a mobile search envi-
ronment (e.g., Apple’s iTunes or App store), given the
commonality in the goal of improving user experience.
Our work has several limitations, some of which can

serve as fruitful areas for future research. First, our

model assumes that the consumer knows the general
distribution of utilities of alternatives, and each alter-
native follows the same distribution. However, when
the alternatives are sorted on search engines under
certain criteria including the default method, they are
presented in the order of their predicted attractiveness
to a consumer. Such recommendations can alter the
distribution of the expected utilities of alternatives
and may induce a shift in consumers’ decision mak-
ing (Dellaert and Häubl 2012). Examining this fact
from an empirical perspective would be interesting.
Second, testing other alternative consumer behavioral
models would be interesting. For example, instead
of searching sequentially, consumers may search in a
nonsequential fashion by first choosing a fixed size of
consideration set (e.g., Honka 2014). Comparing the
differences in the corresponding model prediction of
consumer search strategy would be interesting. Third,
in this study, we assume each online consumer session
to be an independent search process. Due to the data
limitation, we cannot identify the possibility that a
consumer may leave a session without booking but
come back at a later time to resume the search. In this
case, we treat these searches as two separate results in
our estimation. Distinguishing such repeated searchers
and more precisely estimating the search costs would
be an interesting avenue for future research. Mean-
while, due to the data limitation, we do not have the
consumer-level demographic information. Because the
search cost is likely to relate to the opportunity cost of
time, including such information (e.g., age, income) in
the future would be useful. Finally, it would be very
interesting for future research to consider the supply
side (e.g., how the hotels/advertisers may respond to
the search engine’s policy change) in addition to the
demand side to examine the effects of policy change
on search engines.
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Appendix A. Model Comparisons

Table A.1(a). In-Sample Model Prediction Results (Click Probability)

Main model
Main without social media Click model Joint model of click and purchase
model textual variables (with only click data) (no click sequence)

RMSE 0.0514 0.0588 0.0627 0.0613
MAD 0.0197 0.0221 0.0278 0.0262

Table A.1(b). Out-of-Sample Model Prediction Results (Click Probability)

Main model
Main without social media Click model Joint model of click and purchase
model textual variables (with only click data) (no click sequence)

RMSE 0.1163 0.1367 0.1741 0.1541
MAD 0.0526 0.0614 0.0712 0.0658

Table A.2(a). In-Sample Model Prediction Results (Purchase Probability)

Mixed logit model

Main model (Limited (Limited consideration set Joint model of
Main without social media consideration +Additional search click and purchase
model textual variables set) cost variables) (no click sequence)

RMSE 0.0833 0.0912 0.1107 0.1074 0.0942
MAD 0.0274 0.0292 0.0392 0.0359 0.0312

Table A.2(b). Out-of-Sample Model Prediction Results (Purchase Probability)

Mixed logit model

Main model (Limited (Limited consideration set Joint model of
Main without social media consideration +Additional search click and purchase
model textual variables set) cost variables) (no click sequence)

RMSE 0.1251 0.1540 0.1997 0.1862 0.1662
MAD 0.0670 0.0729 0.0951 0.0845 0.0819

Endnotes
1 In our data set, 2,117 hotels had at least one booking during the data
collection period. A total of 13,546 hotels had at least one display in
consumer search sessions.
2For some cities, the number of hotels might be small and therefore
no additional page is available for searching. We find that 56 out of
4,845 cities (approximately 1.15%) in our data have less than 25 hotels
(which means only one page is available for searching). After exclud-
ing these small cities, the model-free evidence shows a similar trend
that consumer search is highly limited.
3 In particular, the decision of whether to continue searching or to
stop depends on the actual utility of the hotel with the maximum
utility in the consideration set.
4Note that different from Kim et al. (2010), who assume standard
normal distribution of the error, we allow for logit distribution of
the error term in our model, as we assume that the consumers may
optimize their utility over unobserved (to the econometrician) vari-
ables. In our estimation, we transform the logit error into standard
normal disturbances using an inverse standard normal cumulative
distribution function (CDF) function. This transformation approach
was proposed and widely used by previous studies to compute the

inverse Mill’s ratio for logit distribution (e.g., Lee 1983, Greene 2002).
We provide more details in Online Appendix C. In addition, we have
also tried the normal distribution assumption for the error term. We
find that our final results stay very consistent.
5The log-normal assumption of search cost is consistent with the
prior literature (e.g., Kim et al. 2010, Wildenbeest 2011).
6Note that u∗i is the maximum utility value from the current consid-
eration set Si , r( j). Hence, the value of u∗i depends on what products
are included in the current stage of the consideration set.
7Note that based on the model framework, we do not explicitly
model the selection rule for the search order, but take it as precalcu-
lated (i.e., based on the Weitzman 1979 optimal search model, this
search order is precalculated based on the descending order of the
reservation utility of each product).
8Note that search cost on product search enginemight be partly asso-
ciated with the search engine design. To better account for this factor,
in the main analysis, we have controlled for the online positions of
a hotel (i.e., page and rank on the search engine website), by which
we aim to control for the search engine design efficiency to a large
extent. Under such circumstance, our model estimated search costs
indicate, conditional on the same online position, the cognitive cost
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of searching for a certain product. In addition, we have conducted
additional robustness tests by controlling for the sorting methods in
a consumer’s search session. This is to control for additional factors
introduced by search engine design. We find in all of these cases that
our model estimated results remain highly consistent.
9 In principle, consumers can choose from various search strategies
to customize their search results. To study this direction, one needs
to separately look into the data under each different strategy. In this
paper, our main focus is not on the search refinement strategies. We
refer the readers to Chen and Yao (2017) and Koulayev (2014) for a
more in-depth analysis on that front.
10As a robustness check, we also tried the derivative-based opti-
mization algorithms (e.g., the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
(BFGS) algorithm and the nested fixed point algorithm (NFXP)). We
found that different optimization algorithms are able to recover con-
sistent structural parameters.
11One important fact to note is that we also observe rich variation in
the characteristics of hotels that enter the consumer’s consideration
set. In particular, we find that among all of the sessions in which
consumers incur click-throughs, 8,731 sessions are associated with a
size of (click-generated) consideration set that is larger than 5, and
3,506 sessions are associated with a size that is larger than 10. These
observations are critical for our model identification.
12 In particular, we include only the click-sequence-related informa-
tion in the likelihood function using the click data only. We esti-
mate this clickmodel using a similar simulatedmaximum-likelihood
approach based on only the click probability.
13The major difference between this join probabilistic model and
our main search model is that instead of capturing the sequence
of clicks and allowing clicks to be interdependent, the join model
assumes each click decision to be independent. Correspondingly,
it models the click decisions independently as following a discrete
choice process (e.g., logit model).
14Note that we do not focus on the supply-side model in the
paper, and we make the implicit assumption that their information-
providing practices are exogenous and not necessarily optimal. We
believe that this is a reasonable assumption for our model, but more
research in that direction could potentially shed more light on the
information-provision decisions of the hotels and examine whether
there is any strategic rationale for their actions on that front.
15We conducted additional analysis to examine the statistical signif-
icance in the difference across the simulated revenues in the policy
experiments. In particular, given each different set of information on
the search summary page, we replicated our simulation experiments
200 times (i.e., via bootstrapping) to acquire the confidence interval
of the corresponding simulated platform revenue. We found that the
predicted revenues under different scenarios are statistically differ-
ent from the existing case (i.e., confidence intervals do not overlap).
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Online Appendix B.  

Optimal Search Framework 

Our model builds on the optimal sequential search framework. Consider that consumers are forward-

looking and trying to maximize the expected present value of utility over a planning horizon (e.g., Erdem and 

Keane 1996). The expected present value in our setting can be computed as follows. First, we partition the set 

of available alternatives into iiS S , with iS containing all the ones that have been searched and iS containing 

all the non-searched ones. Let *
iu  be the highest net value searched so far, thus, we have  

      * max { ,0}.i j S iji
u u                                                     (B1) 

Note that Equation (B1) is the same as Equation (4) in the paper.  

The state of the system at any time during the search is given by *( ,  )iiu S . Define *( , )iiu S as the 

expected present discounted value of following an optimal search policy, from the current state *( ,  )iiu S going 

forward. Therefore, for each *
iu  and iS , the state valuation function *( , )iiu S  must satisfy the Bellman 

equation: 

*
* * *

*

* *

( , ) max ,max ( , { }) ( ) ( , { }) ( ) ,
ui

i i ii i ij i i ij ij ij ij ijuj S ii

u uij i u uij i

u S u c d u S j f u du u S j f u du




 

   
   
             
   
      

  
      

(B2) 

where ( )F   is the CDF of 
iju  and ( )f  is the probability density function of 

iju . Therefore, at current state 

*( , )iiu S , the consumer can either terminate search and collect reward *
iu , or search any ij S  to maximize 

*( , )iiu S . Given the short time span in online search, we set the discount rate id to 1. Equation (B2) is the 

principle of optimality for dynamic programming.  

As pointed out by Weitzman (1979) and Lippman & McCall (1976) in the classical economic literature 

of search, the optimal solution to this dynamic programming has a myopic solution: Namely, the consumer needs 

only compare her return from stopping and accepting reward *
iu  with the expected return from exactly one 

more search.   

More formally, let the expected marginal utility for consumer i from the search of product j be 

* *
*( ) ( ) ( ) .ij i ij i ij ijui

B u u u f u du


                                                      
  (B3) 

Thus, consumer i will continue to search if there exists at least one j such that the expected marginal 

benefit from searching product j exceeds its corresponding search cost 

*( ).ij ij ic B u
                                                                     

(B4) 

Therefore, the optimal search strategy for a consumer is to continue searching until a value *
iu  is found 

that violates Equation (B4).    
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Online Appendix C.  

Computation of Reservation Utility 

Our model builds on the optimal sequential search framework by Weitzman (1979). Define the 

reservation utility 
ijz  as the utility value that satisfies the following boundary condition, where the search cost 

equates the expected marginal utility from searching product j (same as Equation (6)). 

( ) ( ) ( ) .
ij ij ij ij ij ij ijzij

c B z u z f u du


  
                                                

(C1) 

The optimal search strategy for a consumer is to continue searching until she finds a value *
iu  larger 

than the boundary solution 
ijz .  

The reservation utility 
ijz  can be solved from Equation (C1) given the search cost, 1( )ij ijij

z B c . 

Weitzman (1979) has proved the function ( )ij ijB z  is continuous and monotonic. Therefore, there exists a 

unique solution 
ijz to the equation ( )ij ij ijc B z .  

 Let iju  be the mean and 2
ij  be the variance of the utility distribution ( )ijf u . Based on our model 

setting, before the click-through we can write down the mean and the variance of the expected utility as the 

following: 




[ ] ( )

    ( ),

ij ij j i i j j i ij

j i i j j i ij

u E u E X P L e

X P L E e

  

  

    

                                              
(C2) 

 
and 

 
2 [ ] ( )

    ( ).

ij ij j i i j j ij

ij

VAR u VAR X P L e

VAR e

       

                                 
(C3) 


jL  is the expected value of the unobserved landing-page characteristics before click. It can be 

estimated based on the mean of the bootstrapping samples drawn from the empirical distribution of landing-

page characteristics for hotel j conditional on the observed summary-page characteristics ( , )j jX P . Meanwhile, 

based on the assumption ~   (0,1)ije Type I EV , we can derive ( ) 0.5772ijE e   (“Euler-Mascheroni 

constant”) and 2( ) / 6ijVAR e  . Therefore, iju  and 2
ij  can be derived accordingly.  

We rewrite Equation (C1) as follows: 

( ) ( )

( )
(1 ( )) ( ) ,

1 ( )

ij ij ij ij ijzij

ij

ij ij ij ijzij
ij

c u z f u du

f u
F z u z du

F z





 

  


 
 
 



                                            
(C4) 
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where ( )ijF z  is the CDF of iju evaluated at 
ijz .  

We compute the reservation utility using a similar approach as Kim et al. (2010). 1 Let  
ij ij

ij
ij

z u





  

and ij
ij

ij

c



 , we can rewrite Equation (C4) as follows: 

( )
(1 ( ))

1 ( )

( )
  ( ) (1 ( )) ,

1 ( )

ij

ij ij ij ij

ij ij

ij

ij ij

ij

ij ij ij ij

ij

f
F u z

c F

f
g F

F


 




 


   



  


 

    


 
 
 

 
 
 

                                        (C5)
 

If we can solve 1( )ij ijg   from the above Equation (C5), then we can solve ij ij ij ijz u   . 

Note that Equation (B5) does not involve any model parameters. Therefore, in practice we only need 

to solve it once and use the results in the model estimation (Kim et al. 2010, Koulayev 2014). For computational 

tractability, we apply an interpolation approach to solve Equation (C5).  

More specifically, we compute the reservation utility ijz in the following four steps: 

1) Pre-construct a lookup table for each pair ( ij , ij ) based on Equation (C5).  

2) At any stage in the estimation, use the current values of ijc and ij  to compute ij
ij

ij

c



 .  

3) Based on the value of  ij , look up the corresponding value ij  in the pre-constructed table.  

4) Based on the current values of ij , ij  and iju , solve the reservation utility ij ij ij ijz u   .

                                                 
1 Note that different from Kim et al. (2010), who assume standard normal distribution of the error, we allow for logit distribution 
of the error term in our model. To calculate the function with regard to the inverse Mill’s ratio ( ( ) / 1 ( )ij ijf u F z   ) from Equation 

(C4) to Equation (C5), we first need to transform the logit error into standard normal disturbances using an inverse standard normal 
CDF function. This transformation approach was proposed and widely used by previous studies to compute the inverse Mill’s ratio 
for logit distribution (e.g., Lee (1983), Greene (2002)).  
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Online Appendix D.  

More Details on Using the Simulated Approach to Construct the Conditional Purchase 
Probability 

 As we discussed in section 4.4, conditional on the sequence of clicks consumer i has made in the search 

session, we can derive the conditional probability that she purchases hotel r(j) in her consideration set as the 

following:  

 
, ( )

, ( ) , ( ')

, ( ) , ( '), ( ) , ( ) , ( ') , ( ')

( )     )

Pr

Pr

(

        ,   ( ) ( '),   r( ), ( ')

,
        ,

( ) ( '),   r( ), ( ')

i r j

i r j i r j i

S L S L
i r j i r ji r j i r j i r j i r j

i

r j is booked by consumer i

u u

P

r j r j j r j S

V V e V V e

r j r j j r j S







    

     
     

                                (D1) 

where Si is the click-generated choice set for consumer i. Equation (D1) is identical to Equation (8) in the paper. 

Note that because the consideration set Si is selected by consumer i based on her search decisions, ije

does not follow a full Type I EV distribution. Instead, it follows a truncated Type I EV distribution based on 

the optimality conditions used by the consumer. Unfortunately, under such circumstance the conditional choice 

probability does not have a close-form expression (e.g., Logit form). To address this selection issue, we applied 

a simulation approach. Similar methods have been adopted by the previous studies (Chen and Yao 2016, Honka 

2014, McFadden 1989).  

Our simulation approach builds on the methods from Chen and Yao (2016) and Honka (2014). It 

allows us to simulate the error term from a truncated Type I EV distribution by satisfying the follow three 

optimality conditions: 1) Sequence of the click-generated choice set; 2) Composition of the click-generated 

choice set; 3) Utility optimality of the final choice. More specifically, the simulated purchase probability has to 

satisfy the following conditions:  

1) At any moment during the consumer search process, the utility of the currently being clicked product 

j, , ( )i r ju , is smaller than the reservation utilities of those products clicked after j. This is because the 

consumer continues to search afterwards. Here, clicked
iS  denotes the set of all products that have been 

clicked by consumer i. 

, ( ) , ( ')min( , ( ')  and ( ') ( ))clicked
i r j i r j iu z r j S r j r j                                          (D2) 
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2) The utility of the final purchased product, , ( *)i r ju ,  is greater than the reservation utilities of all the 

remaining unsearched products, , ( ')i r jz . This is because the consumer stops searching afterwards. 

Here, unclicked
iS  represents the set of all products that have not been clicked by consumer i.  

, ( *) , ( ') , ( ') unclicked
i r j i r j iu z r j S                                                      (D3) 

3) The utility of the final purchased product, , ( *)i r ju , is greater than the utility of any other product in the 

click-generated choice set, , ( ')i r ju . This is the final choice utility optimality condition.  

, ( *) , ( ') , ( ')  and ( *) ( ')clicked
i r j i r j iu u r j S r j r j                                        (D4) 

Hence, when simulate the error term in the utility function to construct the conditional purchase 

probability, we need to draw from the truncated Type I EV distribution by taking into consideration all the 

three optimality conditions (D2)-(D4) above. As discussed in Chen and Yao (2016), for different products in 

the click-generated choice set, the error terms are truncated differently. For clicked products that are not 

purchased, the error term is right truncated. For the purchased product, the error term is left truncated if it is 

the final click during the search process; if it is not the final search, then it is truncated on both sides.  

To construct the conditional purchase probability, an intuitive approach is to draw the error term from 

the Type I EV distribution based on the three truncation optimality conditions in (D2)-(D4), by counting the 

frequency that the three optimality conditions are satisfied. More specifically, we adopted a similar approach as 

used by Chen and Yao (2016). The step-by-step implementation of our simulation method can be summarized 

as follows: 

i) Conditional on a given set of other parameters in our model, for each consumer i and each product 

j in the consideration set, draw 200 ,i je from Type I EV distribution, depending on the three truncation 

optimality conditions; 

ii) Count the frequency of the three optimality conditions (D2)-(D4) being satisfied across the 200 

random draws of ,i je ’s; 

iii) Iterate 100 times the above two steps, repeatedly making new draws of other parameters during 

each round of iteration; 

iv) Average the simulated frequencies from step ii) across the 100 iterations to calculate the final 

simulated purchase probability of consumer i.   
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However, this approach can be computationally expensive. As a robustness check, we also tried an 

alternative method with a kernel-smoothed frequency simulator which was proposed by McFadden (1989) and 

was suggested by Honka (2014). In this approach, we smoothed the probabilities using a multivariate scaled 

logistic CDF (Gumbel 1961) with all the scaling factors equal to 15.2 Notice that due to data limitation, Honka 

(2014) considers only the composition of the click-generated choice set but not the sequence of clicks as the 

optimality condition, whereas Chen and Yao (2016) observe the sequence of search process which allows them 

to consider both the composition and the sequence of the click-generated choice set. In our study, similarly as 

Chen and Yao (2016) we observe both types of information. Therefore, we are able to account for the additional 

optimality condition regarding the sequence of consumer clicks compared to Honka (2014).  

 

 

  

                                                 
2 For more details on the kernel-smoothed frequency simulator, we refer interested readers to Online Appendix B in Honka (2014). The 
main idea of this simulator is to calculate the smoothed conditional purchase probability using a multivariate scaled logistic CDF 
(Gumbel 1961). In our estimation, we allow all the scaling factors to be equal to 15 as suggested by Honka (2014). However, we have 
also tried other values for the scaling factors ranging from 10-30. We found our estimation results stay qualitatively consistent.  
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Online Appendix E.   

Using Topic Modeling to Generate the Topic Entropy Score for Each Hotel 
 

In addition to review textual readability and subjectivity, we also extracted an additional cognitive cost 

indicator based on the topic complexity of the customer reviews. In particular, built on prior literature (Gong 

et al. 2016) we analyzed the entropy value for the distribution of topics extracted from all customer reviews for 

each hotel. This topic entropy measures the diversity of topics covered by the customer reviews for each hotel. 

Prior literature suggests the diversity in search results affects consumer search behavior (e.g., Weitzman 1979, 

Dellaert and Haubl 2012). In addition, consumer psychology theories suggest that as the information become 

noisier, users are more likely to abandon their search (e.g., Jacoby et al. 1974; Dhar and Simonson 2003), because 

users tend to get overwhelmed and discouraged by the complexity of information, and therefore lose their 

interest or trust in the search results. Therefore, we derived a “Topic Entropy” score using probabilistic topic 

models from machine learning and natural language processing to capture the “noisiness” of information 

provided by the customer reviews.  

Topic models are unsupervised algorithms that aim to extract hidden topics from unstructured text 

data. The intuition behind topic models is that a topic is a cluster of words that frequently occur together, and 

that documents, consisting of words, may belong to multiple topics with different probabilities. A probabilistic 

topic model tries to discover the underlying topic structure in a statistical framework. In particular, we measure 

the topic complexity of reviews for each product by estimating a topic model using Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

model (LDA; Blei et al. 2003), and subsequently computing the entropy (i.e. diversity) of the topic distribution 

of reviews for that product. We discuss the details how we use topic modeling to generate the Topic Entropy 

score for each hotel below.  

1. Corpus Construction and Document Pre-processing. 

We first construct a corpus of documents that describe the information content conveyed by the hotel 

reviews. In particular, we collect all the customer reviews for each hotel. Hence, each hotel is associated with a 

review document, and all documents together construct the overall corpus. After constructing the corpus of 

review documents, we pre-process the documents following a standard procedure (e.g., Aral et al. 2011, Gong 

et al. 2016). We first remove annotations and tokenize the sentence into distinct terms. Then we remove stop 

words using a standard dictionary. 

2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). 

We use topic models to automatically infer semantic interpretations of keyword meanings. The most 

widely used topic model is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (LDA; Blei et al. 2003), which is a hierarchical 

Bayesian model that describes a generative process of document creation. Previous research shows that humans 

tend to agree with the coherence of the topics generated by LDA, which provides strong support for the use 

of topic models for information retrieval applications. 
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The goal of LDA is to infer topics as latent variables from the observed distribution of words in each 

document. In particular, a topic is defined as a multinomial distribution over a vocabulary of words, a document 

is a collection of words drawn from one or more topics, and a corpus is the set of all documents. Based on the 

discussion above, we construct a document for each hotel that best reflects the information of the hotel review. 

We now discuss how we use LDA to infer the topics from the corpus of documents. 

Formally, let T be the number of topics related to the corpus, let D be the number of documents in 

the corpus, and let W be the total number of words in the corpus. We assume that each document in the corpus 

is generated according to the following process: 

Step 1. For each topic t, choose ∅ ∅ ,… , ∅ ~ , where ∅  describes the word 

distribution of topic t over the vocabulary of words. 

Step 2. For each document d, choose , … , ~ , where  is the 

probability of topic t to which document d belongs. 

Step 3. For each word n in document d, (1) choose a topic ~ , and (2) choose a 

word ~ ∅ . 

 and  are hyper-parameters for the two prior distributions -  as the prior distribution 

of ∅ (word distribution in a topic) and  as the prior distribution of  (topic distribution in a 

document). We use the values suggested by Steyvers and Griffiths (2007) (  = 0.01 and  = 50/T ). 

Based on the generative process described above, we use a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

algorithm to estimate ∅ and . Specifically, we use a collapsed Gibbs sampler to sequentially sample the topic 

of each word token in the corpus conditional on the current topic assignments of all other word tokens. We 

run a collapsed Gibbs sampler using MALLET (McCallum 2002) with 2,000 iterations. For each hotel, we 

obtain the posterior topic probabilities inferred from its corresponding document of customer reviews. In our 

study, we estimate the LDA model with a different number of topics, T= 20, 50, and 100.  

3. Topic Entropy as a Measure for Keyword Ambiguity. 

We propose using Topic Entropy to measure the complexity of hotel reviews. It captures the 

uncertainty of a document's topic distribution. In information theory, entropy measures the unpredictability of 

a random variable. In our context, each hotel is associated with its own review topic distribution inferred from 

the hotel-specific document. Therefore, we treat the topic assignment as a multinomial random variable, and 

use topic entropy to quantify how “noisy” the customer reviews for a hotel are in terms of underlying topics. 

The higher the entropy is, the more complex or noisier the reviews for that hotel. In other words, hotels with 

higher Topic Entropy tend to relate to a broader range of topics (more complex), whereas hotel with lower 

Topic Entropy tend to relate to fewer dominant topics (less complex). 

More formally, let  denote the posterior probability that hotel k belongs to topic t. We therefore 

define the topic entropy of hotel k as follows:  
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∑ log ,                                             (E1) 

where T is the total number of topics. 

We present the summary statistics for the estimated Topic Entropy in Table E1. As we can see, the 

maximum entropy value depends on the number of topics chosen. Simple calculation also shows that with T 

topics, entropy ranges from 0 to ln(T).3 The high correlations among entropy values derived based on a different 

number of topics also suggest entropy seems to be fairly robust to the number of topics specified in the LDA 

model. 

Table E1.  Summary Statistics of Topic Entropy 

 Mean Std. Dev. Min.  Max. Correlation 

20 Topics 50 Topics 

20 Topics 2.78 0.13 1.58 2.99   

50 Topics 3.03 0.17 1.62 3.91 0.89  

100 Topics 3.16 0.20 1.68 4.60 0.88 0.93 

 

In our model estimation (i.e., Robustness Test 2) and policy experiment, we used the Topic Entropy 

values derived based on 20 topics. We illustrate the distribution of the Topic Entropy in Figure E1 based on 

20 topics (T=20). We also tried using 50 topics and 100 topics and the results are qualitatively consistent. 

Figure E1. Distribution of Topic Entropy (T=20) 

 
References: 

 Steyvers, M., and Gri_ths, T. 2007. Probabilistic Topic Models. Handbook of Latent Semantic Analysis 
(427:7), pp. 424-440. 

 McCallum, A. K. 2002. MALLET: A Machine Learning for Language Toolkit.  

                                                 
3 The number of topics T is pre-specified before estimating the LDA model. Entropy for hotel k is the smallest when there exists ∈
1,… ,  such that 1; Entropy is the largest when for all ∈ 1,… , , 1/ . 
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Online Appendix F.    

Robustness Tests (1)  ̶  (3) 
 
     To understand the robustness of the model estimation, and to analyze how unstructured social media 

and consumer heterogeneity (e.g., travel purposes) may affect the search cost and decisions of a consumer, we 

conduct three sets of robustness tests:  

Robustness Test 1: Exclude the unstructured social media data (i.e., no social media textural variables 

in utility or search-cost specifications). 

     One of the main goals in our study is to examine how social media textual content affects consumer 

utility and search cost. Therefore, we are interested in comparing the differences in the search models with and 

without the set of social media textural variables. The results of this test are illustrated in Table F1, column 2 

(“R1”). We find the estimated coefficients are qualitatively consistent with the main results. After computing 

the price elasticity, we notice the model that does not account for social media textual variables presents 

significantly higher price elasticity (2.128 vs. 1.619, p<0.05). This result indicates that the unstructured social 

media textual information plays an important role in consumer decision making, and that consumers’ cognitive 

costs to digest such information are non-negligible. Without accounting for such unstructured information 

during consumer product search can lead to an overestimation of price elasticity.  

Robustness Test 2: Include additional unstructured social media variable (i.e., “Topic Entropy” 

measurement derived from the online review textual content using topic modeling). 

To further understand the role of unstructured social media content during consumer search, in 

addition to the readability and subjectivity of review textual content, we also extracted an additional cognitive 

cost indicator based on the topic complexity of the customer reviews, “Topic Entropy.” In Robustness Test 2, 

we included this new social media variable into the search cost model and re-estimated our model. The results 

of this test are illustrated in Table F1, column 3 (“R2”). Overall, we find the estimated coefficients are 

qualitatively consistent with the main results. Moreover, we find the increase of Topic Entropy in the customer 

reviews for a hotel can lead to a significant increase in the search cost for that hotel. Intuitively, this result 

indicates that as the topics discussed in customer reviews become noisier, it can significantly increase the 

cognitive costs for consumers who are reading through them. Therefore, it might be more efficient for product 

search engines to provide a careful digest of the topics extracted from all the textual reviews, or to provide a 

guidance on the expected topics to be discussed from the reviewers (e.g., room service, friendliness of the staff, 

parking facilities, etc.).   
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Table F1.   Estimation Results - Robustness Tests (1) & (2) 
 

Variable Mean Effect
(Std. Err) R1 

Heterogeneity
(Std. Err) R1

Mean Effect 
(Std. Err) R2 

Heterogeneity
(Std. Err) R2

(Preferences) , ,  , ,  , ,  , , 

PRICE(L) -1.706* (.029) .490* (.079) -1.249* (.023) .423* (.071)
PAGE -.187* (.003) .099  (.158) -.237* (.003) .082  (.130)

RANK -.250* (.008) .189* (.057) -.317* (.007) .135* (.066)

CLASS 1.614* (.039) .806* (.112) 1.511* (.021) .934* (.180)

AMENITYCNT(L) .156* (.034) .039  (.080) .142* (.032) .065  (.072)

ROOMS(L) .343* (.031) .238  (.351) .397* (.022) .193  (.281)

EXTAMENITY L) .172* (.041) .039* (.012) .166* (.035) .042  (.044)

BEACH 1.890* (.020) .503* (.095) 1.541* (.028) .560* (.097)

LAKE -.784* (.118) 1.075* (.303) -.667* (.115) 1.555* (.383)

TRANS 1.243* (.171) .160  (.133) 1.339* (.141) .197* (.065)

HIGHWAY .399* (.112) .055  (.042) .443* (.091) .071  (.063)

DOWNTOWN .962* (.062) .206  (.074) 1.195* (.063) .475* (.094)

CRIME -.159* (.033) .020  (.053) -.171* (.045) .018  (.031)

RATING 2.898* (.020) .983* (.082) 2.660* (.017) 1.309* (.089)

REVIEWCNT(L) 1.653* (.129) .437* (.081) 1.228* (.106) .366* (.062)

STAFF ---- ---- .135* (.028) .035  (.082)

FOOD ---- ---- .223* (.034) .138* (.002)

BATHROOM ---- ---- .296  (.270) .067  (.101)

PARKING ---- ---- .097* (.005) .079* (.014)

BEDROOM  ---- ---- -.179  (.236) .251  (.271)

FRONTDESK ---- ---- .066  (.108) .021  (.070)

BRAND Yes Yes 

(Search Cost)      ∑γ       ∑γ  

Search Base Cost (Constant) -4.849* (.081) 1.303* (.124) -7.976*(.095) .904* (.168)

TOPICENTROPY ---- ---- .298* (.036) .334* (.097)

COMPLEXITY ---- ---- .512* (.088) .373* (.102)
SYLLABLES(L) ---- ---- .633* (.121) .705* (.099)
SPELLERR(L) ---- ---- .286* (.085) .039  (.111)

SUB ---- ---- .187* (.042) .063  (.232)
SUBDEV ---- ---- .302* (.054) .123  (.267)

     Maximum LL                         - 338,301 -409,742 
   Price Elasticity -2.128 -1.615 

(L) Logarithm of the variable.               * Statistically significant at 5% level.                        

R1: Robustness Test 1 (Main Model Without Social Media Cognitive Cost Variables).      
R2: Robustness Test 2 (Main Model With Additional Topic Entropy Variable to Measure Topic Complexity)            
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Robustness Test 3: Interaction effects between travel purposes and consumer preferences/search cost 
variables.  

     To account for consumer heterogeneity during the search process, we focus on how consumers’ 

heterogeneous travel purposes explain certain variation in search cost and in consumer preferences. To do so, 

we investigate the interaction effects between consumer travel purposes and consumer preferences/search cost 

variables. In particular, the variables on which we focus are the summary-page variables. To capture consumers’ 

heterogeneous travel purposes, we define Ti as an indicator vector with identity components representing the 

travel purpose: 

1 8' [        ] .i i i i i i i i iT Family Business Romance Tourist Kids Senior Pets Disability                 
(F1) 

We acquire the empirical distribution of Ti from online consumer reviews and reviewers’ profiles.4  

 Then we interact the summary-page variables with Ti in our search model. We estimate this model 

using a simulated maximum likelihood approach. We find that consumers’ travel purposes can explain their 

heterogeneity toward specific search-cost and preferences variables. Interestingly, we find interesting interaction 

patterns between consumers’ travel purposes and hotel characteristics. For example, we find that travelers on 

a romantic trip, relative to other types of travelers, tend to place more importance on online customer reviews 

(i.e., both the valance of online ratings and the volume of reviews). In addition, consistent with prior research 

(Ghose et al. 2012), we find that business travelers are the least price-sensitive, whereas tourists tend to be more 

sensitive to hotel price. We provide the detailed information on the estimated interaction effects in Table F2 

(“R3”). 

Table F2.  Estimation Results - Robustness Test (3) 
Search Model with Interaction Effects Between Travel Purposes and Summary-Page Variables 

Variable Mean Effect 
(Std. Err)R3 

Family Business Romance Tourist Kids Senior Pets 

PRICE(L) -1.169* (.024) -.118*(.033) .331*(.025) .123(.081) -.219*(.049) ---- -.314(.257) ----

PAGE -.212* (.021) .005(.020) -.041*(.010) .035*(.003) .021(.024) ---- ---- ----

RANK -.288* (.034) -.037* (.008) -.025* (.003) .022 (.021) .154(.166) -.011(.028)     ---- ----

CLASS 1.432* (.036) .067*(.021) .092*(.022) .065*(.016) -.179*(.023) .200 (.363)     ---- ----

RATING 2.487* (.021) .183(.226) -.368(.399) .395*(.033) .040 (.057) .291*(.026) .202*(.053) ----

REVIEWCNT( 1.315* (.043) .177*(.023) -.256(.219) .301*(.042) .123*(.026) ---- ---- ----

(L) Logarithm of the variable.                     * Statistically significant at 5% level.                       
R3: Robustness Test 3 (Search Model with Interaction Effects).                 
Note: Some interaction effects are dropped in the estimation due to practical reasons (e.g., collinearity or very low significance).  

  

                                                 
4 After writing an online review for a hotel, a reviewer is asked to provide additional demographic and trip information—e.g., “What 
was the main purpose of this trip? (Select one from the eight choices.)” We derive the distribution of Ti based on reviewers’ responses 
to this question.  
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Online Appendix G.  

Model Comparisons  ̶  Details on the Alternative Models 
 

Furthermore, to understand how the type and scale of data or modeling mechanisms may affect the 

performance of our analysis, we conducted model comparison analyses. In particular, we considered a set of 

alternative benchmark models using different data sets or modeling mechanisms. We discuss the details of the 

alternative modeling mechanisms in this appendix.   

 (1) Alternative Model I: Use the purchase data only (Mixed Logit Model). 

In reality, due to the unavailability of the individual-level click stream information, we may have access 

to only the purchase information. Classical static demand estimation models (e.g., Mixed Logit) are used to 

infer consumer preferences from the purchase data only. However, static demand estimation models do not 

consider the endogenous and limited nature of search-generated choice sets. With the recent growing 

pervasiveness of Internet, Web 2.0 and storage technologies, businesses have started tracking individual-level 

data beyond the final purchase to analyze a consumer’s “path-to-purchase.” However, individual-level click 

stream data are often at a much larger scale than the traditional purchase data and hence require more advanced 

methodologies and computing power for analysis.5  

To examine how well our proposed search model performs by incorporating the additional click 

information in understanding consumer preferences, we consider a model that is widely used in the static 

demand estimation: the Mixed Logit model (e.g., McFadden and Train 2000). 6 To account for the variation in 

choice sets, we model the consumer decision process under the actual searched (limited) choice set, rather than 

under the universal choice set available in the market. Note the major difference between a static Mixed Logit 

model with actual choice sets and our proposed model is that our model captures not only the limited nature 

of the choice sets, but also the sequential and endogenous formation process of the choice sets. A static model 

typically takes the choice set as exogenously given.  

     Interestingly, we find that using a static model without accounting for consumers’ search behavior can 

lead to an overestimation of the price elasticity (2.973 vs. 1.619, p<0.05). The interpretation of this finding can 

be attributed to the nature of the hotel search market. A model that captures consumers’ actual search behaviors 

finds lower price elasticity, implying consumers in the hotel search market tend to highly evaluate the quality of 

hotels and put weight on non-price factors during search (e.g., class, amenities, or reviews). Our finding on 

price elasticity is consistent with prior findings by Koulayev (2014) and Brynjolfsson et al. (2010). Both studies 

                                                 
5 For example, our original click stream data set contains approximately a total of seven million observations, whereas focusing only on 
the purchase data will reduce our total number of observations to about only eight thousand. 
6  Note that the conditional purchase probability ,i j here has a close form as defined in the Mixed Logit model, because the 

consideration set in this case is not endogenously generated, but exogenously given. Therefore, there is no selection issue and the error 
term follows its initial Type I EV distribution.  
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show that when consumers face a highly differentiated market (e.g., product differentiation or retailer 

differentiation), they are more likely to focus on non-price factors during search. Hence the estimated price 

elasticity is lower when incorporating consumers’ search behaviors into the model. On the contrary, when a 

market is less differentiated, consumers become more price-sensitive and tend to focus on price search. Thus 

a search model that incorporates consumers’ search behaviors may find a higher price elasticity of demand than 

a static model (e.g., de los Santos et al. 2012). The estimation results of this model are shown in Table G1, 

column 3 (“A1”). For easy comparison with the main model, we also provide the estimation results from our 

main model in Table G1, column 2 (“M”).  

(2) Alternative Model II: Use the purchase data only (Mixed Logit Model + Additional Search Cost 

Variables). 

 One concern towards the validity of Alternative Model I is that the static Mixed Logit model does not 

consider the search cost, so any difference in the estimation is likely to be caused by the missing variables that 

appear in the search cost from the search model. For example, the estimated parameter increase in price 

coefficient may be due to the correlation between search and prices—consumers search more for high-priced 

goods. Hence, inferences regarding price effects are likely to be biased when one does not control for quality 

(which may be related to the attributes that show up in the search-cost function). Therefore, we consider an 

alternative Mixed Logit model by incorporating the additional search cost variables. We provide the 

corresponding results in Table G2, column 2 (“A2”).  

We find the estimates from Alternative Model II are qualitatively consistent with our main model 

estimation results. Moreover, we also see a similar trend that the price elasticity from Alternative Model II is larger 

than the one from the main search model. This additional model provides further support that in a highly 

differentiated market (e.g., hotel market), ignoring consumers’ search information in the demand model can 

lead to an overestimation of the price elasticity. 

 (3) Alternative Model III: Use the click data only (Click Model). 

 On the other hand, we sometimes have access to only the publicly available click-through data (but no 

purchase information). Therefore, finding out, given only the publicly available data, how well our search model 

can predict consumers’ click behavior is important. For this purpose, we consider a “click model” in the 

robustness test. In particular, we include only the click-sequence-related information in the likelihood function 

using the click data only, as shown below in Equation (G1). We estimate this click model using a similar 

simulated maximum likelihood approach based on only the click probability. We find that the estimated 

coefficients are qualitatively consistent with the main results. For more details on the estimates from the click 

model, we provide the results in Table G1, column 4 (“A3”). 
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(4) Alternative Model IV: Use both the click and the purchase data (Joint Probabilistic Model of Click 

and Purchase + Additional Search Cost Variables, But No Click Sequence Information). 

     From Alternative Models (I) – (III), we find that using only the click data or only the purchase data are 

likely to overestimate the price elasticity, and therefore it is important to consider both click and purchase 

decisions when modeling consumer preferences. However, it is not clear the improvement in the model 

performance is attributed to the advantage of our holistic search model or simply to the use of more data. To 

examine this issue, we consider another alternative model  ̶  a joint probabilistic model of both click and 

purchase. The major difference between this join probabilistic model and our main search model is that instead 

of capturing the sequence of clicks and allowing clicks to be interdependent, the join model assumes each click 

decision to be independent. Correspondingly, it models the click decisions independently as following a discrete 

choice process (e.g., Logit model). The results of this model are illustrated in Table G2, column 3 (“A4”).  

We find that the estimation results are qualitatively consistent with our main findings. However, 

interestingly we find that although incorporating both click and purchase decisions information can improve 

the model estimation, the joint probabilistic model without considering the click sequence information can still 

lead to an overestimation of price elasticity (1.954 vs. 1.619, p<0.05). This result indicates that not only the final 

click or purchase decisions matter, but also the sequential click path of consumer search is critical in revealing 

consumer preferences. Failing to capture consumers’ search paths can lead to an overestimation of price 

elasticity in the online search market. 
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Table G1.   Estimation Results - Main Model and Alternative Models (I) & (III)  

Variable Mean Effect 
(Std. Err)M 

Heterogeneity 
(Std. Err)M 

Mean Effect 
(Std. Err)A1 

Heterogeneity 
(Std. Err)A1 

Mean 
Effect 

(Std. Err)A3 

Heterogeneit
y 

(Std. Err)A3 

(Preferences)  ,  ,    ,  ,    ,  ,    ,   ,    ,  ,     ,  , 

PRICE(L) -1.252* (.022) .417* (.074) -2.391* (.038) 1.064* (.082) -1.744* (.029) .472* (.088)
PAGE -.239* (.003) .080  (.133) -.283* (.002) .142  (.261) -.206* (.003) .117* (.140)
RANK -.314* (.008) .132* (.067) -.341* (.008) .138  (.211) -.268* (.009) .190* (.037)
CLASS 1.516* (.023) .935* (.181) 1.882* (.012) 1.060* (.271) 2.057* (.020) .574* (.128)

AMENITYCNT( .146* (.034) .066  (.070) .212* (.051) .059  (.126) .137* (.015) .056* (.022)
ROOMS(L) .394* (.024) .195  (.287) .449* (.060) .240  (.333) .410* (.075) .251  (.467)

EXTAMENITY .165* (.036) .041  (.046) .207* (.049) .041  (.107) .199* (.051) .046  (.039)
BEACH 1.539* (.028) .561* (.099) 1.924* (.033) .492* (.191) 1.227* (.077) .388* (.104)
LAKE -.663* (.116) 1.560* (.389) -.745* (.081) .974* (.267) -.712* (.082) 1.568* (.235)

TRANS 1.336* (.140) .192* (.064) 1.359* (.116) .198  (.170) 1.503* (.182) .193  (.216)
HIGHWAY .447* (.093) .068  (.061) .464* (.080) .057  (.109) .374* (.092) .053* (.011)

DOWNTOWN 1.198* (.061) .471* (.093) 1.051* (.088) .283  (.076) .943* (.053) .331  (.078)
CRIME -.173* (.043) .015  (.034) -.189* (.041) .036  (.067) -.178* (.032) .018  (.017)

RATING 2.661* (.015) 1.308* (.091) 2.361* (.017) .926* (.083) 2.017* (.020) 1.334* (.092)
REVIEWCNT(L) 1.230* (.107) .369* (.069) 1.102* (.128) .405* (.057) 1.182* (.158) .438* (.059)

STAFF .139* (.027) .034  (.088) .142* (.021) .031  (.081) .147* (.022) .033  (.095)
FOOD .225* (.038) .136* (.002) .234* (.043) .141* (.009) .251* (.039) .146* (.005)

BATHROOM .290  (.271) .060  (.103) .278  (.259) .082  (.122) .242  (.277) .091  (.118)
PARKING .097* (.008) .075* (.011) .092* (.005) .071* (.009) .088* (.008) .079* (.013)
BEDROOM  -.175  (.232) .253  (.269) -.164  (.241) .277  (.256) -.189  (.237) .270  (.244)

FRONTDESK .065  (.103) .021  (.076) .077  (.112) .016  (.068) .073  (.125) .028  (.071)

BRAND Yes 

(Search Cost)       ∑γ        ∑γ    ∑γ  

Search Base Cost -7.511*(.089) .971* (.176) ---- ---- -4.041*(.092) .932* (.241) 
COMPLEXITY .541* (.094) .398* (.115) ---- ---- .219  (.104) .525  (.781) 
SYLLABLES(L) .678* (.115) .721* (.106) ---- ---- .582* (.165) .633  (.958) 
SPELLERR(L) .329* (.082) .033  (.101) ---- ---- .192  (.226) .053  (.283) 

SUB .196* (.045) .057  (.229) ---- ---- .141  (.123) .070* (.011) 
SUBDEV .342* (.056) .119  (.273) ---- ---- .284* (.084) .169* (.030) 

    Maximum LL                            -405,418    -114,003     -352,359
Price Elasticity -1.619 -2.973 -2.183

(L) Logarithm of the variable.                     * Statistically significant at 5% level.                        
M: Main Model. 
A1: Alternative Model I (Use Purchase Data Only − Mixed Logit Model, with Actual Limited Consideration Set).  
A3: Alternative Model III (Use Click Data Only − Click Model).  
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Table G2.   Estimation Results – Alternative Models (II) & (IV) 

Variable Mean Effect 
(Std. Err)A2 

Heterogeneity 
(Std. Err)A2 

Mean Effect 
(Std. Err)A4 

Heterogeneity 
(Std. Err)A4 

(Preferences)  ,  ,     ,  ,   ,  ,     ,  ,   

PRICE(L) -2.036* (.034) .989* (.086) -1.663* (.027) .421* (.052)
PAGE -.240* (.004) .124  (.248) -.190* (.009) .080  (.163)
RANK -.309* (.004) .130  (.186) -.245* (.006) .177* (.055)
CLASS 1.767* (.023) 1.020* (.244) 1.606* (.025) .824* (.155)

AMENITYCNT(L) .201* (.045) .050  (.105) .144* (.038) .059  (.075)
ROOMS(L) .425* (.037) .211  (.309) .320* (.035) .159  (.292)

EXTAMENITY L) .193* (.051) .043  (.128) .174* (.043) .036  (.049)
BEACH 1.958* (.023) .491* (.199) 1.868* (.012) .491* (.088)
LAKE -.886* (.076) 1.026* (.202) -.797* (.109) 1.318* (.361)

TRANS 1.161* (.089) .186  (.195) 1.021* (.183) .172* (.072)
HIGHWAY .412* (.072) .056  (.110) .335* (.099) .030  (.086)

DOWNTOWN .991* (.083) .263  (.083) .918* (.055) .389* (.082)
CRIME -.159* (.041) .034  (.061) -.166* (.023) .014  (.041)

RATING 2.215* (.011) .883* (.098) 2.794* (.019) .972* (.097)
REVIEWCNT(L) 1.077* (.114) .413* (.044) 1.208* (.192) .408* (.079)

STAFF .146* (.022) .033  (.081) .132* (.025) .033  (.082)
FOOD .241* (.045) .145* (.007) .230* (.040) .133* (.005)

BATHROOM .286  (.267) .084  (.121) .292  (.266) .062  (.104)
PARKING .091* (.004) .074* (.007) .090* (.003) .079* (.012)
BEDROOM  -.160  (.240) .282  (.273) -.171  (.227) .254  (.260)

FRONTDESK .079  (.111) .017  (.067) .066  (.098) .022  (.075)
COMPLEXITY -.130* (.022) .063  (.331) -.149* (.025) .093  (.443)
SYLLABLES(L) -.175* (.041) .271* (.048) -.171* (.037) .246* (.033)
SPELLERR(L) -.083* (.003) .019  (.032) -.081* (.004) .034  (.054)

SUB -.109* (.008) .038* (.006) -.136* (.011) .040* (.010)
SUBDEV -.139* (.019) .073  (.054) -.165* (.012) .067* (.033)

BRAND Yes 

     Maximum LL             -119,752 -388,106 
Price Elasticity -2.393 1.954 

(L) Logarithm of the variable.                     * Statistically significant at 5% level.                        

A2: Alternative Model II (Mixed Logit Model, with Actual Limited Consideration Set  
+ Additional Search Cost Variables). 
A4: Alternative Model IV (Joint Probabilistic Model of Click and Purchase, Using Both Click and Purchase 
Data + Additional Search Cost Variables, But No Click Sequence Information). 
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Online Appendix H. 

Breakdown Analysis for Predicted Search Engine Revenues 
 

As shown in Table 4 from the policy experiments, under various different scenarios product search 

engines will experience a revenue increase when providing different sets of information on the search summary 

page. To examine where the revenue increase comes from (i.e., existing consumers or better market coverage), 

we conducted an additional analysis on the breakdown of the revenue in the simulation.  

More specifically, the predicted total search engine revenues can be computed as follows:  

Predicted Total Revenues = ∑ ∑ Price	 ∗ 	Predicted	Purchase	Probability ∗		

Commission	Rate	20% .                                                             (H1) 

Based on Equation (G1), we were able to separately compute the predicted revenues from all hotels 

for each session i as follows: 

∑ Price	 ∗ 	Predicted	Purchase	Probability ∗ Commission	Rate	20%	 	 	 	 .  (H2) 

Then, we categorized all sessions from our observed data into two types: 1) sessions without any 

purchase, and 2) sessions with purchase. We separately computed the total predicted revenues from each of the 

two categories, and then compare the difference in the predicted revenues and the observed revenues.  

We found that the revenue increase (i.e., increase under all scenarios except for “Existing - Price”) 

came from both types of sessions. In particular, for sessions without any purchase, the predicted revenue 

increase indicates a potential increase in market coverage (i.e., consumers who did not purchase in the past 

become likely to purchase). This is consistent with our model intuition that providing additional product 

information on the search summary page can reduce the potential error in consumers’ expectation towards 

product utility and search costs before click. As a consequence, consumers are more likely to click on the best 

set of products that will provide them the highest utility. Hence, the maximum utility discovered from this 

click-generated consideration set is more likely to exceed the utility of the outside good. As a result, consumers 

are less likely to miss a good-value deal (i.e., leave without purchase).  

For sessions with purchase, the predicted revenue increase indicates a potential increase in spending 

from the existing consumers (consumers who were less likely to purchase in the past become more likely to 

purchase; or consumers who were likely to spend less in the past become likely to spend more). We provide 

more details on the breakdown of the revenue increase in Table H1 below for your convenience.  
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Table H1.  Breakdown Analysis Results on Search Engine Revenue Increase 
 

 Overall 
Search 
Engine 

Revenue 

Revenue Increase 

All Sessions Sessions 
With 

Purchase 

Sessions 
Without 
Purchase 

Existing $452,781 $0 $0 $0

Existing + Location Information $553,136 $100,355 $91,323 $9,032

Existing + Service Information $467,369 $14,588 $11,962 $2,626

Existing – Price Information $420,132 $-32,649 $-28,731 $-3,918

Existing + Review Information (Text Features) $507,160 $54,379 $47,853 $6,526

Existing + Review Information (Topic Entropy) $490,063 $37,282 $30,572 $6,711

 

In addition, we also found that the revenue increase occurs for both hotels that have been purchased 

in the past (i.e., existing hotels) and hotels that have not been purchased in the past (i.e., new hotels). This 

finding provides additional supports that with carefully designed information on search summary page, search 

engine can improve the market coverage of consumers as well as the diversity of products consumed, which 

can lead to a potential increase in consumer surplus.  
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